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lical critics reject the passage as not gen"uine, it is freely acknowledged ; although
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The night may be dreary and somber and sad,
And swiftly may speed the wild rack in the
8ky §|
he
The oveab nay roar om the. wave-beaten shore;

apparent, that we are at a loss

&

“The tempest titay gathepyand thunder may roll,
And the frighted birds hide from the light-

AG

But far in the East, from its slumber released,

The dawn of the bright golden morning is
>

seen!

than to say that
mentary on the

:

-

morning

:

Then do not despair,O ye weary and sad!

As to the point that ‘the style and

For joy will disperse e’en'the shade ofa sigh;
Bright days will come buck, and the night and
the rack

costly

i

But is the evidence. furnished

suflicient

to justify us in deciding that the passage
under consideration, John 8:1—11, is
. *tcertainly not genuine,” and “does not
- belong to’ the
New Testament”? We

w

think not. We are informed that of the
five oldest manuscripts, dating from the
years 800—490, only
the passage:

the

fifth contains

that it is not referred

to by

any of the earliest Christian apologists or
expositors : that its place in the Gospels has
been changed:

that many

able

biblical

critics, especially Tischendorf and Go det,

do not admit its “genuineness ; and, final-

ly that its composition and style show
conclusively that it was not written
John. In answer to this evidence
, respettfully submit a few points

for

by:
we
con-

sideraticd, Surely we are not to infer
that the 5th century is the earliest time
in which we find the incident related.
Nor, do I think, it quite correct to say
that Ambrose, Jerome, and Augustine, of
the last part of the 4th-and of the first
quarter of the 5th century are the first

who speak of it.

We find it in the har-

. monies
of Tatian and ‘Ammonius A. D.
172 and 220. The Apostolic Constitution,
which appeared in the 4th century, and

“the Synopsis ascribed to Athanasius, who

died A. D. 873, contain it.

Tt is admitted

- that Jerome, who died A. D.

fied that this passage is

\

420,

found

testi-

in. many

Greek and Latin munuseripfe. It is not
an easy thing to invalidate his testimony,
. a8 he ~certainly was not unacquainted
with the differences among the Greek
copies. We think Ryle's note here is to
the point. He says: ‘‘Theargument from
manuscripts appears to me

indonclusive.

We possess comparatively
few
very
aticient ones. Even Of them, some: favor the genuineness of the passage.—
The same remark applies to the ancient
versions. - Testimony of this kind, to be

conclusive should be

unanimous.

found inthe

Latin,

Vulgate

and

It is

in the

Arabic, ‘Coptic, and Ethiopian versions,”

Wi

* That
the

the

earliest

passage is not
Christian

related

by

apologists

has

réceived suflicient reason without conclud-

Jy Pe

ing that the event itself,dever occurred.
| Besides, their testimony in the question is
simply negative. Because they had no

occasion to rejate
it, or did not choose. so,

that ‘many

critics.who

believe - in

ils

dignity, its eminently
The * Professor

we

does

can hardly

though

help

rejecting

its

say

so,

believing

why rule iout from the

And,

4

by them
and

obligations

felaxation in the efforts to repair the mis

rious. © Two ritualistic clergymen are in

has

been

enriched

by

These are from the hdnd of
and

are

from larger

published by

Commentaries,

Incidents

and

Vincent and Hurlbut's.

Anecdotes,

This

work has

been prepared under the. direction of Dr.
J. H. Vincent,’ the labor being done main-

ly

by. Mr.

Hurlbut.

It is an eclectic

commentary, -. and a, good
selections are longer and more
than in Peloubet’s, and there
cuts and small maps. It is
fine paper and in handsome

New Testament?

Between the yes¥s A. D. 200 and A. D.

400 fifteen lists, or catalogues, of the New.
Tebtament were published. “Of these,

. three omit the book of Hevelation, one
omits James,

1, Peter;

John

brews ; another omits James

and

and

He-

._cagt out any portion of the Word because
of any change in location . which it may
have undergone.

down

Peter

our

sub-

scriptions to either of the ay

soci-

eties, but, rather, let us add something

his

to

what we are already giving,” and even
though it may seem to be but little, it will
help.

A cent

a

month

all

round

would

and addressing the ‘crowds that

us fill up the third column With good. fat
figures.
fie
Seg.
A GOOD REPORT FROM BALASORE. |

assembled

to witness his arrest, and actually sung the

jurisdiction of a ‘¢ political” court but
in

a

¢¢ politi-

cal”,church.

much

martyrs

They are

as

one.” The
numerous
are more
printed on
style. It

ries.

ac-

cept a ‘¢ spiritual” position

English

the

wish

sercon-

estab-

lishment and go over to Rome or form a
communion of their own.
But they can
not surely claim a. ‘‘ conscientious” right
to observe a popish ritual in a Protestant
church.
q

There is a good deal of ferment just now

in the Scottish mind with
faiths and confessions.

respect

to

Professor

old

Robert-

son Smith has been
guspended, by vote of
a commission,
fom his functions as teach-

church

ing the

has

native

been

quickened.

Christians

ployment and engage

to

obtain

em-

in profitable

busi-

p

lar School,

at Balasore,

stood

first

in

its

grade at the Government examination last
year. This rank has been maintained and
the number of pupils

has

increased

ments upon the passage he says: ‘“ The
internal evidence in its favor is almost
overpowering. It is easy to account for
its omission, though genuine; “but if
not so, it is next wo impossible to account
for its insertion.”
:
In concluding this article we would
bring beforg the reader the summing up.
of Mr. Ryle, who though not a brilliant
critic, i a most candid and pains-taking
writer. After a careful examination of
the question he says: *‘I lean decidedly
*to the side of those who think ‘the passage is genuine, for the following reasons :—
;
:
:
iy
“1. The argument from 1nanuseripts
appears to me inconclusive.
“92. The argument from the Fathers
seems to me more in favour of the pass-

weekly devoted exclusively to Sunday
school interests. It is difficult to imagine
how it could _be made better, and yet it is
better every

year.

It

contains

sixteen

pages of the size of the Independent,

four

of which are given to lesson helps, and
the rest to matter

f

of

the -best

kind.

It

The National Sunday School Teacher,
edited by Mr, M. C. fIazard, of Chicago,

is a monthly’magazine,

costing $1.50 a

year, and is bright, sharp

and .valuable;

probably stands at the head of the month-

lies.

y

The Sunday School

World, published

by the American 8. S..Union, and costing

but 60 cents a year,is as good as can befor
the money.

These are undenominational.

"The various publications of the Methodist,
“3. Theargument from alleged discrep- Baptist, Presbyterian, and other publicaancies between the style and langage of tion Societies, are generally of an excelthis passage and the usual style of St. lent character and worth all they cost.

age than againstit.

MONDAN CLUB SERMONS.

‘John's wriling, is one which should be

Presbyteri-

minster Confession,

and

the

West-

situation

is

uncomfortable. To relieve their minds they
publish sermons in which a free.reading of

old creeds is claimed and exercised,

and

the Principal of Glasgow University, the
Rev. Dr. Caird, without apparently knowing what he was being led ato, contributes
the sermons that stand at the beginning of
the volume.
Thus trouble has arisen both
in the established and the free churches of
Scotland on the question of conformity
-to
the old standards. To the suggestion that
the creeds should be reconsidered and adjusted to modern requirements; Principa

much to say.that an inspired writer may

isters,

constructions

above

living

title.

near

We

Boston,

know

under

nothing

the

ofthe

to regard this disputed passage as genuine. - At any rite, I prefer the. difficulties

’

"The British Government is now required to
deal with rebellion in another quarter. Five

on this side to those on the other.” «
We respectfully submit that the evidehce against the passage is not sufficient,
and that its genuineness has far more

than the beauty and pathos of the incident
upon which it can be based.

:

thousand Boers have taken possession , of
Heidelberg in the Transvaal, and re-established
| the Republic, with Paul Kruger as President,

The Dutch settlers, who were«deprived of the
| privileges of self-government, have reaffirmed
| their independence

Eighteen years ago, the first Protestant
church established in Brazil was formed
in Rio Janeiro. Now there are several
members.
churches with about 1,000
The whole country is opén for gospel
work among 12,000,000 people.

» ab
’

-

at

a

moment

British colonies fo South Afriea are
with a wide spreading

native

tween Natal and Cupe

Colony

when

the

menaced

outbreuk,

Bew

is a strip of

_bountry 200 miles wide stretching from the

Oringe Free State to the sed, and inhabited by.
a doken leading tribes.
Tuese
tribes are
now
in’ open’ revolt in Basutoland snd in
the ‘quarter occupied
by
the
Pondumise,
.:

Pr TF

s

x.

fr AL

“

The

other

three,

the

upon the management of the military schoot—2»
and the bitter discrimination

that obtains at

that institution in regard to the color. line.
Maj. Gen. Howard, the
praying. General,”
who lost an arm at Gettysburg,” will now as-

sume command of that Dept.,

relieving Gen.

Schofield, whose, bias in the late Whittaker
complication was so plainly marked.
.

THEY VOTE

Congress

NO, AND

uy

GO HOME.

on Wednesday

adjourned

for two

weeks (until Jan. 5) whe it became plainly
ev ident there would not be a quorum

house mext week,

in either

The fact may not be gen~

erally known, but one of the mgst important
matters that engross the atteption of the av-

erage statesman, is his ‘ record.”

When

Senator reminds another of some implied

one
Sen-

.atorial inconsistency, the latter appeals to his
¢ record.” A member
of the House makes an
assertion;

some

watchful

dispatches
a nimble
mes

that

colleague

instantly

page for the familiar vols

record

legislation,

and

confronts

im with his record. rE
__In the Senate, on Friday, the House resolution providing for an adjournment, came up:
various Senators have a
record” for economy,or attention
to, and dispatch of, public
business. ' They ,voted #4 sententious *¢ mo,”

and then took the evening

train for

their re-

|spective - States.
‘We are reminded of that
patriotic,
“¢ before the
battle” adjuration,
‘Strike for your country and your homes.”
Some struck for the country, others struck for

homie!

:

pi

EDUCATION

‘FOR

THE

;
PEOPLE.

The bill that passed the Senate on Friday,
provides, that the net proceeds of sales of public'lands, and the surplus receipts from patents, shall hereafter be set apart for the people’s education. = There shall be a yearly dp-portionment te the States and Territories; upon the basis of population between the ages of

5 and 20, of the proceeds for the previous year,

DISTRICT

WORK

AROUND

BALASORE.

ready to profess their faith

Bhurdruck

openly.

there is, as there has

At

been

several years, a steady deman.l for

a

among

Is there not,

somewhere

us, a man for that place?
“not money

. for

his

And

support?

is

industriously

mis-

from

bill’ requires action of both houses

and

ap--

THE ELECTORAL
insure

against

CERTIFICATES.
possibility

of accident’

respective
electoral votes, in two ways—one by
mail, and the otherby ‘messenger, who presents them in person to the Vice-Pres. All cer-

tificates by mail have been received and all but’
two messengers.
Up to 1876 the latter received 25 cents per mile for mileage each’ way,
The Government mileage regulations indicate
the most economical compilation of distances
between important_points consistent with justice to the Gov. and\ the various official duties
of its own and State Servants.
The distance
thereby, from Portland, Org., to Washington,
is 3952 miles; the “messenger from Oregon
therefore expected to get, upon his arrival at
the’ Capitol, the snug little sum of $1976, A
Legislative enactment has since changed this,
limiting the same to one way: it was not gen-t*wlly Known and the disconsolation of the:
Oregon man. and other like officials’ from the’
South and West, can be imagined.

receipt

of the , Vice-President,

when

clfiming to be un messen-

duced to change this procedure.
On Wednesday in the Senate, Senator Morgan called up a
resolution
providing, that ** he, (the VieePresident) shall open the votes but not count’

selling

Woman's Missionary Society.

income

of both Houses.
:
Democratic schemes are alréady beng intro-

books while they stayed.
.

The

ger to deliver the same, a sealed® package purporting to contin a certificate of the vote giv- en for President and Vice-President of the
Us. 8. by the electors of the State of ——, alleged to have been elected Nov. 2, 1830.” These
are, by existing law, to be opened by the VicePresident in February, 1881,4in open session

Dhum-

at

thereto.

handed these documents; is a model of caution.

nuggar, Bro. Marshall found a man who
has been for years a believer in Christianity. He came to the missionary party at
once, and worked

added

* Received of

there

At

be

proval of the President.

The

for

sionary.

may

sales of public lands has averaged for the past
10 years some $1,900,000 a year. The sarplus from the patent system has averaged for
the same period, about-$125,000 a year.
‘The’

fraud or othegyggse, it is provided that each,
State shall gues sealed certificates of their

fifty to eighty.

in a

i

In response to the call issued through the
Star some time since, a number of ladies met
at Four-Mile-Grove in connection with the Nov.

them.”

The Senate adjourned, and the -ques-

tion goes over to January.
BAD TEMPER IN THE HOUSE,

Happening inupon the Lower House on Tuesday
during the debate on the ‘* Refunding
billy”
a scene Presented itself that rivaled in exTulloch replies: *‘¢ The attempt would
He session of the Rock River Q. M., to take into citement and
remarkable’ proceedings, that
consideration
the
matter
of
organizing
a
‘socieante-bellum episode, when a stalwart westernuseless. The same old difficulties would;
ty auxiliary to the Q. M. Owing to. the small ‘er unroofed the venerable head of Rarksdale,
by and by re-appear. No formal creed will
gentleman’s wig in
pumber present from the other churches it of Miss., and shook that
last long.
Change inevitably sets in, ang |
defiance at the Hoyse. .
Mr. Weaver,of lowa,
yas thought best to form an auxiliary to the
the intepretation of ‘the creed and the | chprch instead. [It is earnestly hoped that the startled the House from its propriety, by the
deliberate statement:
* I declare the gentlemeaning of it become insensibly affected in
other churches in the Q. M. will organize also, man (Mr. Sparks) persomilly to be a liar upon
the new current of ideas.” The churches so that an aoxiliary to the Q. M, may 'be this floor.” The latter shouted back, * You
are a scoundrel’
and
agvillaif |”
:
:
formed at the next session.—Mgrs.
Aw D.
are gradually discovering what our rathers
Both members maved toward each other
i
rr
in a threatening manner, one making efforts to
saw a.century ago, that calvinistic forms SANDBORN.
remove his cout and the other graspibg a:
of theological thought must give way be-

For five years past, a volume of short,
pithy, practical sermons on the S. S. Les- fore a broader and more liberal reading of
sons for the coming year,” has been pre-’ ‘the doctrines of the’gospel.
pared and published by a number cf minMr. Cook has made his bow to England

received with much caution, We are
not dealing with an unifffpired but with
an inspired writer.
Surely it is not too
occasionally use words and

ceased to be held by not a few

ans who have subscribed to the old

their heirs.

the somewhat
insignifiant “ekpenditure
of
$100,000), called out no discussion, excepting a
characteristic onslaught by the erratic Conger

To

from

Action
authors

of the ¢¢ Old Kirk” sermons, collectel

and

‘West Point military academy, the Diplomatic
and the Fortification (the last providing for. .

The

ness.
v
it may be remembered that the Vernacu-

er in the Free Church Theological Hall, un]
til the Assembly meets in May.
has been taken against one of the

«ers

to be placed to their credit upon the books of
the Treasury, 4 per cent. of which, shail be
paid yeatly to the several States, &c. For the
church now has its native pastor and sup- first 10 years, discrimination is made in favor of
ports him by its own
contributions,
and | those who can pot read or write. It also provides that’ one-third of the inc8me shall be
moreover does, in addition, something to available for the endowment and support of
certain colleges, especially those coming under
help its own
poor. Would that some
an act of 1862, until the amount accruing to
American churches were’ as faithful to each
shall be $30,000, aiter which the whole
their duty!
The inissionary in charge has income shall be devoted to che education of all
children
between the ages of 6 and 16.
All
done much to make this possible by helpsums donated tg:the U. 8. for this purpose,

commands of his master and so is dismissed, or rather as any *¢¢ defendant” is
who is sent to prisbn for obtaining money
or occupying an office under false pre-

the

re-

More have been added bybaptism; a higher standard of Christian character has’
been maintained and the moral sense of

as any servant is who declines to obey the

tent, if they mi leave

As a natural consequence better

sults have been attained than ever before.

One hundred and fwenty-four days were’
spent in tours to diferent parts of the disvolume and published at the commence- trict, by Mr. Marshall and others, including several ‘native preachers.
One of
contains a varietyof helpful matter berent of the year under the title of *‘Scoteh
know of the life of Christ makes us wish
sides the Notes. Itis published by Ira Sermons.” The calvinism ofthe ‘ West- these journeys was into a place. ‘where no
that we knew more, and we can ill’ afford
Bradley & Co., Boston.
minster Confession of Faith” is intolerable missionary had ever been before, but the
to give up any portion relating thereto
These books are sold at $1.25 each.’ to many Scotch Presbyterians, and the de- people were found to have already some
without havigg the reason for so doing&
mand is made to read the seventeeth cent- knowledge of Christianity, obtained from
put beyond a doubt. No one can charge Eithaifwill-be found worth the money.
hooks and such. discourses as. they had
ury
theology in the light “of nineteenth
k
PERIODICALS.
;
Rev, David Brown, D. D., Prof. of Theoloheard at Balasore.
Many persons were
Of these, The Sunday School. Times “of century conceptions and ideas. The old
gy, Aberdeen, Scotland, as being a mean
found who are convinced of the truth of
dogmas
of
original
sin,
unconditional
elecPhiladelphia is the leading,if not the only
the Christian religion but are not yet
scholar or a hasty - critic. In his comtion, eternal reprobation and the like have

To some persons it may not have the
seal of John, but if it has the Master’s
imprint
let it stand.
Surely, what o we

Jude;

‘While still another omits Hebrews ‘and
Revelation. Surely no ‘rule could be
more unsafe in biblical eriticism than to

cutting

to jail. It isa poor piece -of martyrdom .
Bro. Marshall reports an unusally large
altogether. The clergymen go to prison
amount of work at this station-and in its
because they being clergymet in the estabpagt year. Good health
lished church refuse to obey the laws of district during the
and freedom from incidental, hindrances
the church as enforced by a regularly conmissionastituted court. They deny the ¢ spiritual” have favored the work of the’

as much so

cuts of real value.

if so,

Let us not ‘rob

to pay Paul;” by

form of original notes, and is

Illustrative

he

it- was

sources of income

doxology before his removal by the officer

Practical Remarks, and Suggestions to
Teachers, all of whiéh are “helpful.
The work has several very good Maps and
the Notes are sometimes Tllustrated with

that

in

supply more than is asked at this time,
his release,
but he went to prison like a | though
not more than the Society could
martyr, appealing to God and the church,
use profitably in work proper to it. Let

study. The work has been done with ex-_
cellent judgment and good taste. There
are occasional notes by the editor, which tenses. If‘ Mr. Dale and Mr: Enraght
are quite as good as the selections. There to wear popish vestments in, religious
are given, also, Library References, vices they can do so to their heart’s

but

increased

ions, so that the result is given in the

and show a wide range of reading and

its

ously to the call.

prison, Messrs. T. Pelham Ddle -and R.
W. Enraght. With respect to the former,

and not

be

understand the actual condition of things
to be ready and willing to respond gener-

In ecclesiastical affairs matters look se-.

tionin this special case; with respect to
the other there is as yet no effort made for

must

feel confident that our friends need only to

gime in Africa and Afghanistan.

release on technical grounds, the jurisdiction of Lord Penzance being open to ques-

the

“the regaining sgven (the Legislative and the:
sundry civil bills) will‘occasion more ‘discussion than all the rest. These four—comprising

contributions

were cut off. Again, the’ demands
n
the Society are greater than heretofore,
for which let all the people thank God.
More young men are in preparation for
our ministry than usual. How can the Society do more work with smaller
resources?
The revenues must be made
larger by increased contributions.
We

and

secure

these.

doing before its other

chief of the hectoring and fllibustering
policy indicated by the Beaconsfield "re-

on foot to

increased

order to enable it to do even what

free-

Ct., and

The

the churches,

and beyond Europe there will be no

there is a movement

of

its hands than to aid our bréthren who
are preparing for the ministry, and as it
has no income except the contributions" of

of the

and human

Society and

considered a wonderful stroke of legislation
Two of °
on the part of the national House.

the *¢ Pension,” appropriating $50,000,000—reof a
from the churches for that work. Plainly quired no debate, contained no.semblance
enough, the Society has no other work on. job, and every dollar goes to surviving defendimportance

in

in London, shaken hands with the midland

The Statistics of our Foreign Migslon.

chair. And now came the ludicrous part of it,
if the disgraceful ~cene can bé so moditied. Both

Having been informed that the Regidter
showed a less numberof native Christians in
our Foreign Mission churches than six years

belligerents gave ample time and opportunity
to be overcome by mutual friends; there. was
a
t struggle on their part; each gentleman;

ago,I looked up

the

matter

and

discovered

might

have shouted, * Everybody

hold thug.

other fellow, one man ean hold mg4”?

i

counties at Nottingham and i§ now en-' that the Balasore church with its 161 members The Sergeant-at-arms pérambtilated with:
lightening distinguished audiences in Ed- |: does Wot appear in its proper place. The eor- his mace; the Speaker rapped vigorously with
his gavel, quiet -was ina méisure®restored,”
inburgh and Glasgow.
But it is not as

to do, ean not be revived
¢ Club,” but the sermons are capital, and
proof that the event mever occurred.’ That erally.does not use, and that it is no proof are growing better year by year. For
the story has been-changed from-one part. that he did not write a passage because readingin communities where there is ‘yet clear}y seen what special ~ mission he
of the Gospels to another is, of course, he wrote it in a peculiar way.
has undertaken to prosecute among us.
“I leave the subject here.
In cases of no stated preaching they: are excellent,
admiited. Bogdhis fact does - not’ show’
- In some of our midland towns ‘‘secularism”
especially
if
a
Sunday-school
is
sustained
doubt like this, itis wise to be on. the
"that it belongs 16 -nd_ place ; and if no
in the .ngighborkood. And. they are is'organizéd and active, in all of = them
safe side. On the whole I think it ‘safer |
“doubt” ig more or less spreading; a popother section of the New Testament was
good for everybody:
;
ever cut out and moved about in such a
way, it is very evident that other portions
and even entre books have been omitted.

»

competent

digested

of selections

as positive and 1oodes of expressions which he gen-

t

;

W. A. Wilde & Co.,. Boston. They consist

takes a place with those
who admit
the story
as. relating
one
of tke
many real incidents connected: with the
life of our blessed Saviour.

entirely

sisted by his wife,

espe-

genuineness

dom;

of such

Rev. F. N. Peloubet, of Natick, Mass., as-

Christian spirit.”
not

are

Peloubet's.

gen-

and

ercised in favor of treaty

in the interests of peace

We propose

speak especiaily

bills before the holiday recess, need not be

J. ¥.” HAS TO SAY.

ent work_of the Education

sharp

ward;
the influence of England in the
couucils of Europe will continue to be ‘ex-

Lyman

asany work of «tbe kind can be. The
volume is well printéd and bound.
We
have used it in former years with great
satisfaction.

and, “‘for this belief they rely upon its ap-

pearance in the mauuscripts,

of Dr.

their own schelarship and matured opin-

authenticity ;”

cially on its character, its tenderness,

those

material gathered

Person-

oppose

its

to

thoroughly

sarily follow, that the story itself is untrue ;”
uineness

respects,

LESSON COMMENTARIES.

editors

dent, and that a relationship thereto
It was not an unpleasant task to. fol- ‘will be found in the 18h and 46th verse
low Prof. Howe as he led us in his arti- of the same chapter.
Sn
cle of the 8th inst. into the workshop
It may be begging the question, but we
of biblical criticism, for, from our earli- can hardly refrain from noticing a reest recollections God's word has been { mark in Prof. Howe's article, that
our study and delight, and any informa- though *¢ it is safe to conclude that John
tion which aids in the interpretation of didnot write the passage it daes not neves-

~{_ that book is gladly weicomed.

all

Dr. John E. Todd,of New Haven:

since

the rest of the chapter recorded this -inci-

in

Matthew B. Riddle, of Hartford,

to the

ally, we still think that he who penned

is,

ing Society, Boston, and prepared by Dr.

have before stated, accepts the genuineness of the passage, and says: ‘The

BY REV. J. J. HALL.

Coni-

Todd and Riddle’s.
These are published by the Congregational, Publish-

This ‘writer, as’ we

-I8 THE EVIDENCE SUFFICIENT?

The

men in the soundness
and wisdom

helps as treat only of the textof the

this work Kitto’s Cyclopedia says, *‘ The

style is that of the evangelist.”

¢ Popular

Sunday-school lessons,

it contains various criteria of the. true
Messiah.”
And Horpe,: after saying
Will flee when the dawn of the morning is there could .be no possible inducement
for fabricating such a passage, goes on
igh!
ay
_ —Edward Oxenford.
te remark that ‘the plain and simple
+

Year, comes.

1880.

appropriation

regular

The pussage of four

in his recent articles, concerning the pres-

energy

policy of Mr. Gladstone’s governuofent. The
endeavor to punish violence and redress
grievances in Ireland will -be urged for-

Testament,” edited

Abbott are among the best:

the year 183Z Lampe published in 3 vols.
his commentary .on John’s Gospel. Of

evangelist,

*¢ Notes,”

however

tainly room for difference of opinion. “In

scope and intentof the

increased

ative reaction and does not at all shake the
confidence of the great body of Eunglish-

volume. . They are very handsomely
printed and finely illustrated. Of the less

composition show conclusively that John
did not write this passage,” there .is cer-

above story is admirably suited

possibly

criticism of the present administration:

perhaps, the best of recent works. There
are to be four volumes, two of. which are
now published and retail at $6.00 . per

ship carry influence in textual criticism,”
surely these qualities were eminently represented by such men.
.

other inféipreter.”

the

New

by Dr. Philip Schaff,

scholar-

of John is that of Lampe. In learning, the
author has not been surpassed by any

with
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BY REV. G, C. WATERMAN.

WHAT

|

them which the fiercer champions of the late admightbe helpful to those of our readers ‘ministration indulge, produces fo conserv-

And

most complete commentary on the Gospel

is near!

that possibly a few words about

Poole, Lampe, Whitby, Doddridge and

The bitterest sorrow may gather around,
And banish the smile to give place toa tear;
But Time will relieve. all who tremble and.
For the dawn of the sweet smiling

sumed

Having'had occasion to examine | when the New

and use, several of these, we have thought

Bengel were not ordinary scholars.

:

grieve,

variety.

to“under-

stand how such
a man could ‘have made
such a statement. It is true that the
name of Tischendorf outweighs that of a
score of ordinary scholars. But surely,

mind, and a sound and special

CONDUCTED

flict, to be suspended perhaps for a while | We can not refrain from’ calling attenduring Christmas festivities,
but to be re- tion again to what Dr. Fullonton has. said

by a small number of Protestant exegetes, existence helps..to the study and teachis so sweeping, and" the’ contrary so] ing of the same in great number and

But the dawn of the “bright golden morning

ping’s sheen;

admitted but

if “not names, but a clear vision, a judicial

PHE DAWN WILL OOME.

isnfght.

use of the Internation

who are not already supplied with such
aids:
We shall not speak of Commensuch men as Augustifie, Ambrose, Z win:
gle, Melancthon, Ecolampadius, Bucer, ‘taries on entire boos of the Bible further

The Forming Star,
~

of this passage is po’ longer

general

LLEGE,
EAGLAND, Dec. 6, 1880.

CHILWELL

The month of December opens with nSeries of Lessons in American Sundaydications of'political and ecclesiastical conschools has made possible and called into |

the remark of Gedet,that the genuineness

-

money, &c., shouldbe addressed, at Dover, N. H.

The

Fo

MISSION WORK.

ENGLISH LETTE,

FOR NEXT TEAR,
As th uct that som of tho blest bib | LESSON HELPS
(Contributed.)

STAR

A WEEKLY RELIGIOUS NEWSPAPER,
ISSUED

THE MORNING STAR, DOVER, N. H., DECEMBER 29, 1880.

ular, propaganda of reaggnable faith. would

be possifly of great value in reassuring
the waygrers if not convincing gainsayers.

At preseRt Mr. Cook has not reached

or

rect figures are given on page

14

of the

ports; While lookingat ‘these siatistics, Met
the reader note the fuct that the last ten reports of our Fordign Mission show an increase
for the decade of one hundred and fifty per
cent. During the same decade the denomination has increused a little mabe than sixteen
,per cent, If the whole working force of the

denomination had gone to India ten years ago
and had been as fruitful as’ that part of it
which has been there since that time, there

attempted to reach the class that most would have been now ofie J
needs hjs robust and cottident advocacy - ty thousand Free Baptists
ai
of Chrisyjan tfuth. Perhaps he beging with half that number.—R. D. FROST,
U

y cities Mike

Glasgow

and

Edin-

burgh as affording the best. means of winning the attention of the ‘public,

thinking

that if Scotlund listens and approves, all
Britain will speedily give eart But’ neisher Edinburgh nor Glasgow is considered
in England the * hub of the universe,”

Tuomas Goapsy.
0

Re-

The first undenominational
Conference ever

held

:
less than
:

Sunday-s¢hool

ih South

Africa

met

at Stellenbosch, nbout thirty miles from Cape
Town, Juve 28-29.
The ‘proceedings were
carried on in both Dutch and Euglish.. Ata
teasmeetingin the evening acomuittee wus up-

pointed for the purpose of forming
school Union.

a

Sunday=-

the ‘ Committee

«

of the whole” arose and the,

House speedily adjournedat six. On re-assems=
bling pext day, the House paid its immediate
attention to the assertion of its dignity, and it

did it in itd usunl and characteristic way,

J

- A tremendous fesolution was effer«d’ incon-.
tinently expelling from that budy' both gentlemen.
Nobody believed or expected such a
resolution would pass. Ou the contrary these

terrible fellows were

allowed

to make state-

mems
; they both vied with each other in the
bumbleness of their apologies, the whole ‘mat-.

ter was laid on the table, the House' adjourned

for the holidays,

.und

Mr.

Weaver

deace, 16 is to be hoped.
;
THE INAUGURATION OF GEN.

and

Mp.

.
GARFIELD,

&

The insuguration of the President elect the .
4th of March next, in view of the preparations

that are being made, bids

previous

occasions

its

fair to eclipse all

kind.

From

8,

to 10,000 troopsof all arms, both Siute ol
Regular, ure exbected to be in line. ‘Manch is

u fickly month in- this locality, when, one re
members that terrible day of Grant's
iysuguration, and:it would seem to Bo worthy
uf adoption, the oflen referred to moyement, to
have this ceremony in the beautiful | ine wih
May. :
;
_s
Fuuorr,

of

“TH

a

?

8.

S. Department,

«For Questions

sée Star ‘Quarterly

2.

so»

:

o

THE SONG OF-MARY.

j=

jo
.

READINGS.

The Song of Mary.
Hannah’s
+

.

thirsty

"|

rock.”—Henry.

Luke 1:46—55.

Thanksgiving.

54.

:

‘| ed.

1 Sam.2:1—-10."

"Birth of Christ foretold.”

Litke14:7—11.

Whom God will bless. Ps.34:1—10.

V

i

Si

GOLDEN TEXT: ‘“ My Soul doth magnify the
¥he Lord, and my spirit hath réjoiced in
God my Saviour’—Luke 1: 46, 47.
po
2s

3
_ Lukel: 46—55.

fair water

:

“Holpen. Old English form ‘¢ help-

God helped Israel by sending the

Abraham.

Connect

with mercy

inthe

In the promises to Abra-

‘| ham we have an interest. His true *4gseed

“«t¢ Grandfather

F——

wanted

says:

*‘ We-can

to

go

accidental
that St. Luke, who was certainly a man of culture, alone of the sacred
historians preserves the three Evangelical

This is the

A

scene.

her services, ‘the Magnificat, the
Aus, the Nunc

dimaitis,

and

Benedice

an

of

Christ,” says:

* The whole

hymn

families

°

imagery

in

all, ‘and

these

two, as many by the other two, perhaps
twenty

by

the

pastor

alone,

meeting

work of that day.

That was

years "ago.

Tey

Oped.

scended

from David,

but

BI0

lived

Was
in

(6 pressed by the fact that the force
lowly

condition at Nazareth, Said. Dr. Whedon
this

divides

hjma into

46-49.

34:

Rapturous

three

parts.

recognition

of

vast cistern below,

God's

growd up 4d the

sur fuce

and

*“ was the first text to which

ie WAIGTS Witlran irresistible might. The
reserve supply underneath is the source

cognition that it is ever
exalts the humble and

of the fonntal's power.
.
So in all successful teaching,

thus. that God
brings low the

pastor

most

will

The laws in ‘the slave

so it ‘seemed to me, who

then

lig

heard

these things for the first time in

SHS 3
’
"

.

ns mare EASA550

40-0

-4-&

ey

being the mother of such a son.

pet

worship her, but all may

nouncd
her happy.
of God#wben God

|

None | the heartsof the young.

It is no mean favor | of study and discussion in your home.
giveth us a name in | Every Christian home should be a kind of

“the world, and that niot only in’ the pres- | Biblical
ent, but

in

succeeding

—Pool.

""

generations.”

:

What

profitable, or what

. | and so lasting,

what God has done for them, in temporal | time as well
mercies,

will

exercise

fellowship s0

so

sweet

as that which is linked

great things for us, whereof we are glad.”
And holy 4s his name. The song now’
becomes more general in its expressions.
“¢ This rising from what is personal “to
‘what
is general praise, is a characteristic

of most of David's Psalms,”—Schaff.
50. ‘ They that fear God may rightfully
-expect his mercy to be exercised toward

them;and this is t6continue” forever.

. Gods mercy will descend on the children
and children’s children of them that fear
him, and keep his commandments. (Ex.

2:6.)" —Barnes.
51.

as that of the young,

is

be | precious. How precious !—Bapt. Teacher,

«constrained to say, * The Lord hath ddne

’

seminary.

‘49.
Hath done great things.
The | with the study of the Word of God? Down
miracle performed and the honor con- | deeper into this blessed work. There is
ferred were both great. Whoever reckons | no time to waste.» Remember, your own
blessings and spiritual

;

Do not omit to

pro- | have the Sunday-sehool lessons as matters

Fl

The arm is the symbol of power;

2
- COMPANY OF THE BIBLE.
By opening the Bible we may at ‘any

States

Moses ; unite in the

seeret devotions

of

thir-

teen years of age, his master used to send
him to’Washingtort to market his farm

products.

He learned that the letters 1.

R., stamped on his butter, stood for the
name of his
master, Isaac Riley.
He
made some ink out of charcoal, cut .a

‘goose quill in the shape of his master’s
y

bright negro boy, on a neighboring plan-

had learned to read and spell by
g his masterls boys talk about their
1essons while he was taking them to and
tation,
hearin

from t! heir school.

This boy told

him

if

he would buy a Webster's Spelling Book,

my

spake as never

man

spake;

participate

in the

employment

and

perfect,

happiness

of |

by it the strength of the body is exercised .heaven;. and ,enjoy sweet communion
for attack and defense. Imagination. The with the Father of our spirits through his
Son Jesus: Christ.— Our Young People.
-

0-0

It is no, more possible foran idle man.
to keep together a certain stoc-kof
knowledge, thanit {s possible to keep
together a ceftain stock of ice exposedto
the meridian'sun. Every day destroys a

fact, a relation, or an

inference; and

the

for such a vile purpose, so you'll ‘remember it. Give me that book.” Says Uncle

Tom, “TI stooped to pick it up, and as I
saw hi s big cane coming down, I dodged.

“ Pick

up that book,’ he cried, with an
awful oath. . At last I was obliged to do

tly adding

it, when he beat me aeross the head “and

me in that state and it was some time be-

:

of

thousand

sermons,

and

of man.

0

Rob religion of its deep spirituality and

remem-

ber some of them, and feel the loss of this

every

man.’

These

He . possessed

some

which deserve notice and

imita-

tion.
He was cheerful but not vulgar,

:
often

traits

glad tidings, this salvation, were not for
the benefit of a select few only. They

indulging even in pleasantry but with due
regard for the feelings of others and the
customs of society.
He
was hopeamong the rest, a peor despised, abused
creature.
Oh, ‘the
blessedness = and. ful, and “endured lusses and disappoint-

sweetness of feeling that I was loved.

ments with confidence.

I

heart, loved

his race,

He had ‘a great

and

a coarse,

wicked,

cruel

From

was

a

changed man.

hour

Uncle

Tom

His beliefs were positive, and his posi.
stions respecting politics, church dSctrines
and

relations,

the moral

‘fion of the hearers.

questions,

and

In religious labors he

Remember if you meddle

tid-

aging men and measures, constituted
largely the conditions of his success.
And our brother was a F Baptist.

the little glimmerings of light from anworld

which

had

shone

into

his

own soul. He also improved every op- He never doubted this, nor allowed any
He knew what
portunity to learn about religious mat- body else to doubt it,
he
believed
and
why
he
believed it.
ters, and though he was not permitted to |
learn to} read till many years after, he be- He loved and fellowshiped the good of
came quite a distinguished slave-preach- ‘all denominations, Lut the errors of none,
er. Says Mrs. Stowe, in commenting on and that sickish sentimentality which

his

conversion in the preface

Autobiography:

ignores doctrinal truth and

of his

sympathy, due to a man,

‘‘ One sermon, one offer

of salvation by Christ,

was

sufficient

received

for

from

the

heart,

neaut, Ohio.

Here

as

before

his

at Jimes by Rev. F. W. Straight,

he

was 42.yearsof agp; and out of the land
of slavery.”
SA
s

. UNCLE TOMS CONVERSION,

Until the time he was
old, he had never heard

eighteen
a

sermon,

years
nor

attendeda religious meeting, nor heard

last twenty years
of his life were spent in Central New
York. Bat within a few years some suc-

cessful work was done at Frankfort,

IIl.,

and about two years ago upon the urgent
request of that church he removed to. that
village and for nearlya ydar maintained

But with great dif-

yet to labor for\the good

of the’ church

for which

he. felt

errors

him. *He

one

’

say itis obsoSome say that the - Christinn Sab-

say that

the Jefvish Sabbath passed

away with the ceremonial law.
Some claim that the: religious observance of the first day of the week is, properly speaking, not a Sabbath observance
but simply ® day of assembly for worship, while others regard it as a real Sabbath

though differing from the Jewish instita-.

tion’ much

as other ubservances of Christi-

.

anity differ from similar observances under

the

old

dispensation. ' Now

these:

are

very important questions, and until there

is substantial agreement upon theny the
defence of the Sabbath by Christians must
be quite uncertain. It is possible that

the cause of Christ throughout evangelical Christendom i$ weak to-day where
it might have been stfong, had there beeii

a general agreement upon correct views
of the Sabbath. Somein their zeal for
the day seem like the Pharisees of old to

have gone too far in their demand

rigorous observance.

They

for

have ‘tried

tofit a Jewish institution, exaggerated in
its character by an excessive formalism,
into a Christian civilization that is: distin-

guished for its love

of liberty and its

repugnance for formality.
8)
_ Another party has followed remetiofi

into the other

extreme; of making’ the

view :

whole

a good man

is gone,
these

old

R. Busw.
e——

Bhan

on oh

'

REV.

C.

D.

:

various

points

of

:

tinctively Christian. Second, looking vpon
our Christian custom’ of observing the
Lord's Day from the position of the dsca-.

DUDLEY,

There is an increasing urgency in

the

demand for an effectual defence ‘of
Christian institutions.
4
Our population becomes more mixed in

its character every year.

3

First, regarding the institution as dis.

MARE

. THE SABBATH QUESTI ON.
BY

would start fron three

The, influences

logue and of morals,
the Christian Sabbath

considering
relation to

civil government.
pnt
If by so doing we can make any progress in gaining more correct and clearer
views upon this subject, it ean but prove
to us of great advantage.

opposing Christianity are accordingly -increased in number and power.

Third,
in its

REL TO

‘BURDEN BEARERSY

mo

The | Sabbath especially is attacked
with persistent detérmination. The ene-

BY REY, A. H. MORRELL,

mies of our religion rightly judge that the

Bear ye one another's burdens and so

blow that could be given us.
For this institution may be considered

inspiration. The burden bearers are a numerous class. They are to be found within’

destruction of ther Sabbath is the severest talfill the taw_of Christ.” This is one of the
most important
and precious utterances

the stronghold of all the earthly interests
of Christ's kingdom.
:

Blot out the Sabbath and religion has no

definite place in’ the affairs of men.

All the inestimable interests. connected

with religion will, as a consequence,
speedily into décline.

go

. Now the friends’ of the c¢ause should

be

as wide awake to the situation as are its

enemies, and while the one party is attacking the other should be rearing invincible
defences.
;
‘Another reason why the Sabbath is
made
a special objectof attack, is ‘that it
imposes such severe restraints upon busi

’

of

the circles of home, jt the pluces of

business,in school rooms, ‘in courts of
justice, in the relations one sustains to the
community in political affairs, in moral
reforms and in the church of Christ; and
in how many other conditions an All
seeing eye, alone, can tell! And what
can render them acceptable to us, except
love

for

our

duties.

Worthy

burden

bearers have special claims upon our sym-

pathy.

Itis wellto consider, candidly,

what difficulties others, may

be

passing

through, what sorrows they feel, what
sacrifices they make, what pains they ex-.

there is more wickedness in general, at
the present time than formerly, it is not
hard to see that the spirits of greed and

Crosses.

~The pastor must bear. the burdens of
the ehurch with his members, aud the

members hold up the faltering hands

the good man God

has

sent

of

to instruct

and save the Jegple: Nothing but the
direct Divine influence can equal in pow-

er, the sympathy
for his flock.

(heart-felt)of a pastor

Ahn

true

is it,

thut

the pastoris made strong
for his work by

the sincere co-operation
and esteem
of his ehurch and parish.
And “these
the week. Then the fact that so many good experiences may
be cultivated.
evening with more pleasantuness than us- who, a few
days ago, were poor are now Anything like an intelligent egtimate of ual, he retired and slept quietly until mid-- worth thousand
s and millions, leads; to ¥%{ human well-being for time and for eternight, 'when ii
the currents of lifer} gross and lavish luxury that brooks all nity, will move us to'so noble and ged

:

;

:

of this institution we meet at the outset a

soon.

the

subjects, except what he had heard from | the most intense interest, increasing to
his mother. She was a Christian but the last. The day..before his death he sinful luxury are particularly fostered by
how she learned about Christ he never conversed.“ with :, great interest upon the circumstances of our age and coyntry.
knew,
She taught him to repeat the church affairs, and as he felt better thai : Money-making is the busines
s of nearLord's prayer: He had often asked per- ugual arranged. for a visit:out of the, vil ly the whole people,
and so heated i§ the
lage
and
expressed the hope of being race after gnin that it becomes all
misstoion
attend religious meetings and.
but

was answered by beatings for making able to labor again for the ehurch so dear
such requests.”At this period in his ‘his- to his heart. Passing the supper hour and

°

‘conserver ot moral and religious interests,
it must be successfully defended against
a false liberalism.
But when we enter upon the defence

perience of mind and body for® the
accomplishment of worthy purposes: and
then, with a heart of unfeigned friendship
ficulty, for his health, not good for the
giveto them the substantial tokens of “*
last few years, gave way and for seven ness and pleasure, Evidently this reason: your appreciation of their struggles tomonths ie was unable to preach, but will always exist so long us sin does, master the tasks assigned them in the
still- was able to walk and ride and growing stronger as wickedness increases ordainings of ‘God's providence. In the
generally’ to attend public worship. and diminishing only with the decrease’ church especially, do not let a few willin
brothers and sistersgo bending benea
There had been symptoms of heart dis- of avarice and sinful indulgence.
weights, too heidvy for them;
bu L, fly
to .
‘ease, but still he was -hoping to,be able
“Although we would dislike to say that their assistance and help them bear their

the work of a pastor.

any conversation whatever ‘on. religious and the denon,

tested slavery, was going“ta preach

the

workers for forty years feels lonesome
and weary.
Dear father, is it eyening?
is it time to lie down and rest? Soon, very
!

were

saw

from

has enjoyed the associatien of

added to the church within two years, and
other churches in the Ashtabula "Meo:

‘assisted

sympathy

‘| leaving
a serious vacancy; und leaving
so few of his age and type that one who

work

ing were greatly profited by his earnest
efforts.
After spending some time in his native

in

whole Sabbath obsolete.
It wonld séem
as though the truth ought to’ lie govie- where in the mean.
We propose to
investigate this subject and report the result in as distinct and coucise manner as
‘possible.
ne
“We propouned for eonsideration the
question, ** What is the Christian Sabbith,” and in searching for an answer we

Upon

wis successful, and large numbers’

no

extends the

torhis

saw and condemned errors and evils in
his own people, but still they were his
people all the sume and all the time.

hinr as for the Ethiopian eunuch, to make
him at once a believer

When

with a book

discouragement by saying, * It. goes
well,” than by reproving the cause of the
difficulty.
Indeed. tunis 'good:natured
earnestness and cheerful hopefulness, and
large degree of wisdoin and skill in-man:

a

ings that had made bim so happy.
He
soon began to pray with them and exhort
them, and i
“to them, as he could,

other

culture

bath is properly the Jewish Sabbath with
the exception,as most admit, of a change
in the day of the week observed.
Others

the use of tobacco "which he abandoned
with great self-denial, were unwavering.

He could not help telling.

to the slaves around him, the glad

that

labor is-more divilizing than such amuse;
ments as will be followed.
If, then, we would have a Sabbath that
stands before all the community as a

fearing nor wavering in his convictions. 1 fete.

life:

was

by showing

useful arts is mipst needed and beneficial,
and that for & large proportion of the race’

true | serious difficulty, one that has
caused lafriend; bold for the right and decided mentable weakness in the past and is
against wrongs.® Slavery and intemper- threatening the present and future.
This
ance never niet a more decided foe. . And
trouble consists in a radical disagreement
every error and every man that came among the friends of the Sabbath concer
nin contact with his convictions and work ing its nature ahd object,
received unmistakable
proofs of his
Some say that the fourth commandment
decision: and courage. He was not, man- is still binding, and some

more frequently lifting an exercise out of

thi}

be but one miore easy step to destroy jt

hundreds “entirely

eariiest laborer.

‘for

for. especially in Saco and Biddeford,
converte
“ely
d to Christ.
my master saw me he said ,sneeringly,
With
the
exceptio
n
of
a
short
period
in
So you want to be a fine gentleman ?
“Michigan, most of the
fore I was able to work’ again.

Spnday at a plice three or four miles dis[3

found in the loose notions, 80 widely pre-

vailing, gonceraing religioh and the nature

fune-

ate the words,

back till my eyes were swollen and T be-State he went to N. E., where,
came
unconscions.. My mother found

nly methodof preserving the bulk and
$01y,,8 very excellent &ninister who devalue of the pile is by constan

to it.

‘seven

and thousands still live who will

life.

when he went to Washington, he would "and a preacher of Jesus.”
N
PUPS hin ao
soon teach him to read. - But he; had no
Ain

David, or listento the ‘eloquent and imThe poor boy, for offering to teach Unpassioned address of Panl. Nay, more, cle Tom to read, was sent off fo
Georgia
we may have converse with Him who and sold.
Cr
‘
:
with the spirits
of the just. made

was called to attend the

.

Still another cause
which
operates
strongly to 'secularize our Sabbath, is

in. those

Bathgick probably preached as mady as

treat me

forbade

again, I'll knock your brains out. The
wondet,to me is, that-I have any brains
time walk inthe garden of Eden with left. Ishall carry to my grave a
scar
Adam ; sit inthe ark with Noah; share ‘my'master made that day on my head.
the. hospitality: or witness the faith of 1didn ot open a book again {ill after
I

Abraham ; ascend the mount of God with

the writer

of

money. One day, when he wad going to | “REV. STEPHEN BATHRICK,! il
“WORK FOR THE TIMES.
market,
he picked up some apples that
Now is the time to get down deeper
The subject of this gotiee was born in
inte your Sunday-school work. Do not had fallen on the ground; and sold them Cayuga County, N. Y., May 27, i810. At
being.
Godmy Saviour.
¢ Her person- |'let a Sabbath pass without earnest, honest
for enough to buy the coveted book.
an early age he was removed to Monroe
al Saviour, because of her faith in the | effort for Christ. There
Next morning, as he was about {o har- County, where he became a, Chrisifan
is
great
demand
_-Jesus promised her. To her he is already | for persevering
effort. If you have no, ness the horse for his master, the horse when nineteen years of age. In 1830 he
the One who saves from sin those that Sunday-sehool,
it is because you do not Tran, and as he started to catch him, his’ commenced préaching at Brockport, and
trust in him.
(Mattel: 21.)"—Abbott. | want any. If your school is dull and hat fell off, and the book dropped to the in 1832 “was
married to Cynthia M.
** Let us not fail to notice Mary's expres- uninteresting, it is because you
will have ground. His mister exclaimed, ¢“ What's Bartholomew of Onondaga County. Most
‘sions ef need of salvation.
It would
be | it so.
that ?” 4‘ A spelling book.” * Whose
There is nothing 80 intensely _inof his early public labors were in pro¥ifficult to find a more complete answer teresting as the
truth you teach—no book is it 2” “ Mine.” ‘* Where did you get tracted meetings and revivals. Buf upon
to the Romish doctrine respecting her | so surrounded and filled with wonderful it ” ‘ ¢ Bought it in Washington when I the
28th’ of Sept., 1833, he was * ordained
than her language in this hymn.”—Ryle. | truths as the Bible. If we are to have a went to market.” ¢ How much was itp” pastor of the
North Parma church. His
48. Low estate.
Humble condition. | more intelligent and more faithful mém- “ Eleven cents.” “ Where did you get labors with
this church and: the Byron
Her home was in an obscure village, hav- | bership in the ehurch, true
to: Christ and , your money ?” <I sold some apples out church; and in special revival efforts in:
ing a bad reputation; her husband a | the doctrines
TI1} other places, were very
of the church, in the coming ‘of our orchard.” ‘ Our , orchard!
successful for
carpenter. . Call me blessed. Happy in| years, the foundation must be laid now
in teach you to get apples from our orchard nine years, when he removed to Con-

0

fia
et as

the

mouth the sentiment which previously
existed in the spirit.” - Soul and spirit
‘taken together include the whole inner

=

a
A

here expressing through

minister

to the

Again and again, did the preacher reiter-

live such

God's ancient promise to Abraham, | 00: The teacher who * crams” kis “pen, and in attempts to imitate those letMagnify. Praise; extol his greatness, immediate lésson, and then on Sunday ters, made soe scratches on some bits
As he bestows honor upon us, we ought tells all he knows about it, failsafter all of paperhe picked up in the market. A

the body,

a F. B.

incident

divine being. He'll be my dear refuge—
he'll wipe away all tears from my eyes, His sermons were sometimes Argumenta‘| Now
I can bear all things—nothing will tive and even controversial, but generally
ford seem hard after this.
I felt sorry Massa plain and practical, and delivered in a
Riley didn’t know him, sorry he should’ lively, earnest style which-held the atten-

When Uncle Tom was about

ties.

proud.
(3) 54, 55. The blessed result is | > reserve of knowledge back of, the les:
that humble Israel is now exalted accord- |>™ Which imparts
power to thé doseage 4
ing to

“toy to hongp-him..
re
| to impress his class or to influence them.
x 47." Myspirit.A The
goes forth in weakSpirit is, accord. .That which is taught Gia
ing to Luthek, the noblest part of man, | 1es8 because back of it is
no reserve supby which hie is’ allied to God.
of
his learning is
Soul” ply. . The last drop
:
«v. 46), in distinction from spirit, is said stained ot
fo
drip
upon the scholars’
tobe ‘that part of our nature which | 2i0ds, and it
falls . powerless.—
From
forms the link between the spirit and |
he Siuny “

family of

unless a sturdy defence impose thy need- .

ed restraints.

early days when support was short

brutality’of my earthly master, I basked
in the sunshine of the benignity of this

needéd.

slaves to learn to read, and forbade any
one to teach them, under severe penal-]

#,
there is

most important of our sacred insti
tutions

cheerfully

-| Swallowed up in the beauty ofthe divine ‘was cheerful and hopeful, more frequently
love, I loved my enemies and prayed for saying ‘‘yes” and ‘‘ amen” to what: was
No. 2.
” UNCLE TOM'S FIRST ATTEMPT TO LEARN. them that did despitefully use and en- good than finding fault with the wiedg—

gr ive forth,

threaten the

faithfully 1had

enduring

the cares and privatigns

* That

1” ever

BY MRS. M. M. H, HILLS.

tides

strange grace upon her utterly humble
person and character, (2) 50-53. A ré.

are

“ JNOLE TOM.”

which

swollen

you

EE

mp ols Bt Tigs back of the funialn,, in the
whose

1

where

Band together, ¢ take the name of Jesus
With you,” and visit a portion of the parish.
1Cor. 5:9,

her whole "utterance becomes, spontan-|- RESERVE POWER IN TEACHING.
edusly, that of prophets and saints. The | 18 many Western ‘cities. there
arc
high intellectual emotion and eloquence fountains, fed by artesian wells.
whi h
of the , Mugnifical reveal a nature of no
re
y
Bpiesan.
4 wach
1
Sr
We
pour: forth a ceaseless
stream day and
common mold,
as its .intense religious:
|",
2
an
LN
wk
sie
of | ight, not turned on -.by the stop-cock of
fervpr shows spiritual characteristi
cs of.
b dant. bat lean
ti¥noblest type.”
* 7|® hydrant, but leaping up % f from mother :
15. Mary.
OF the
mother
of Foil
earth in mighty power.| As one sees the
:
gi
oh
a om 9
sy
strong torrent streaming forth, he is im-

forty-eight years,

sometimes with rebukeor sneer, and" often with hearty -¢ God bless you, young were for the slave as well as the master,
-for-the pour as well as the rich, for the
man,” they ploddgd their weary round.
A revival followed.
God blessed the distressed heavy-laded captive, for me,

tell you

and

so

shared the burdehs and toils of life for

dwelt upon with grefit- power; at. least,

mile

visited - by

you not-help a'day? Your

is

I.* The human parentage of Jesus.
_ II. "The duty of joyful praise.
language, and shows a mind so colored | 1II. The wide extent of God's mercy.
by the sacred writings of her people fhat|
|
—
oe 2-6
a mosaic of Old Testament

whq

and
he, by the grace of God, should ‘taste labors and absences from heme numerous.
death for every man.” + This,” said ‘he,, Agreeable to a suggestion of the deceased
sermon from the text Heb. 2: 9;

he comes sings with joy on account of his
would have died that moment, with joy,
visited him for thirty years. He knelt for
présence.
a
“the Gloria in Excelsis. It makes nothing
the compassionate Saviour - about
‘against the historical character of the ~ IL. This manifestation of God's "grace that winter morning and: wanted wus to whom I was hearing. He loves me! He
toward men is the greatest possible oc- pray for him.
That . pastoris farther looks down
narrative that it is interspersed with
in compassion from heaven
casion
of
joy.
west,
still
laboring
for Jesus. My yoke
_yrical passages. Those who speak under
onme! He died to save my soul! He'll
III. God's power none can resist, how- fellow and his brother, who was visiting
~~ strong feeling naturally break out into
welcome me to the skies,—I kept repeattwo other-roads that day, graduated {rom
language of a more exalted style than ever high or proud. He ‘can lift up th
ing to myself. T was transported with
: one of our best colleges, one went
that of ordinary prose. Meéfeover, we are lowest.
delicious joy. I seemed to see a glorious
IV. On the promises of God rest the through the medical school, the other the
distinctly told that Zacharias and . Simeon
being
in a cloud of spleader smiling
Spoke under the direct influence of the | hopes-of all generations: ——————— [- theological; and-all are still working for down from on high. In sharp contrast
the salvation of souls. Young men, can
TOPICS FOR THOUGHT AND STUDY.
Holy Spirit.” Dr. Geikie, in his ¢ Life
with the experience of the contempt and
‘hymniwhich has since been developed into

cy toidulgence quickly effects the whole
community.
and useful life was “ended, the ° fifty -. So. we see that the very
activity and
years of ministerial work completed; freedom. for-which the
present day is so
this sudden
midnight
shock
almost { largely commendable, must

A. M., on the 28th of Sept., 1880, the long

crushed the wife

if he did not return as’soon as the service
closed. When he reached the meeting,
the minister was“just commencing his

four

enter

We were boys then.
F—— was not
grandfather then, and said no one had

birth ; and every human heart into which

angelic

To gratify his

‘mother, h& ventured againto ask. permis-

are : sca recely

- the man of his distinct ‘spiritual nature and
tened, knowing it-to be such. Scarcely a ral, and in that large assembly, upon
day has passed since, in which I have pot 29th of Sept., the wife, daughter, one son, needs, and _the Sabbath. must become g recalled it. The divine character. of “Je- two brothers and ‘the other relatives were :| mere holiday. To what extent this is
not the only mourners, fora large propor- being.done is but too ‘painfully evident
sus-Christ, his tender love for mankind,
.
his forgiving spirit, his compassion for tion of the church and congregation taani- And when the Sabbath is made nothing
fested the feeling of real friends. Both the
F——.”
The physician who - attended the outeastand despised, his cruel crici- ‘sons were absent but’ one ; Dr, Bathrick ot ore than a secular holiday under the
“fixion,
and
glorious
ascension
wete
all
Plea that anything that tends to eylture or
him in his dying hours was one of the
Mich. was able to be at the funeral. Dr. civilize is appropriate tothe day, it
depicted,
and
some
of
the
points
“were
will
two who called on him that morning. On

fifty or more

La. Mary sang at the announcement of
a coming Saviour; angels samg at his

more
fortunate in their tastes, since the tenden-

sion, and; without much scolding gained
fon it with a threat of what, would befall him

pastor and

lately converted,

on a cross road, seven miles

THOUGHTS AND APPLICATIONS.

hymus which the church has wrought into

tg

foot three miles through the snow ‘tothe

iar with the Scriptures, and we see how
such knowledge enriches and makes
fruitful the “experience of ther believer.
Thankfulness filled her soul and she had
a strong grasp on the promises of God.

scarcely regard it as

up his cross and bear it.

Buried

pray
him,” writes a young man. The past revives
i and ‘glows on memory’s ' canvas.

young men,

he thought he was going. The struggle
telling, was’ soon over and before one o'clock

he minded a beating—that he must take

is dead.

Said-he
id-h

last Sunday.

restraint, while'they who are
less fortu-

daughter who hasieneg to his bedside that | nate in their gains

him he could never become a Christian if

BY A PASTOR.

is'thade up of all faith-filled hearts in dll turnpike and three miles back, one
. the « Mdgnificat,” because it begins with generations. Mary was evidently famil- that word in "the Latin Vulgate version.
In respect to this and other - hymns recorded by Luke, the Bible Commentary

assent to do ‘so. She persisted,

MY FIRST RELIGIOUS VISIT. |
Y

seemed to be disturbed and he said to’ the

tant, and hig mother urged him to ask his
/| master’s permissionto go and hear him.
He so dreaded a beating that he could not

than they expected, but they failed to’ empty country church early i the mornon a cold winter's
day. "They kneel
perceive it. Of his mercy.
< Mercy is ing;
and
pray
for
guidance
that
day in their
just the word to use in reference to’ the
promise of the Messiah, whe was to take | work. ‘Whats that work? To go, two
away the sin of the world.”—Peloubet. = - | together, down one rod and return on
. 55. As he spake to our fathers. These another, stop at,every house, bold 'relig(words should be enclosed in a paren- ious converse and pray with each family.
thesis. Not oneof God's promises to his The pastor goes alone his way. One of
those visited that day was «Grandfather
servants shall fail of‘ fulfillment. To
previous verse.

. Notes and Hints. .
"
The “Songof Mary ” is ofjen called

Communications.

the ‘heaven, and asked his wife to

is honey out of

Messiah, who was in reality a truer. help

4s. 7:10—16.

Chiist’s Testimony toJohn.
Matt. 11: 7—19.
Somg of the Angels. Jouke 2s 8-20:
i

Humility exalted.

*‘and

sweet, manna is angels’ food ; and to the

——

«DAILY

says Dr. Butler,

apply aright to him. The rich, because
| they are too.rich to come, or too proud to
-Yove the lowly cross, go empty.”..
To
the hungry .soul every bitter«thing' i8

and Lesson Papers.)

ops A

z

x
"h J
Filled the hungry, *‘ Because they

feel their needs,”

Sunday-School Lesson.--Jan. 9.

« ~~

|

which makes mén as angels."—St. Augus- | ©
tine.
53.

rl

29, 1880.
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a Ti

by something harder: even the adamant

ment it willibe likely to pass without the
interest that may be stimulated easily by

impossible.

Of hope’s sweet buds her garlands

rare;

With breath of morn, with dews of eve,

She toiled to bring the blossoms fair;
That the ripe fruitage fails us here,
Blame not, O heart, the dying year.

-

How gorgeous, in the Summer bloom,
Her queenly form before us moved !

Ah, who cold dream the fearful doom”
Of all she promised; all we loved?

Left now with Winter, dark and drear,
»~ We may not blame the dying year.
In Autumn’s russet richly clad,
a
She strewed her favors freely round ;
The reaper’s heart was madeso glad
In the fuil sheaves he, singing, bound,
That mine are moist with sorrow’s tear.
1 may not blame the dying year.
"Rare opportunities were ours,
Brought by eaéh swiftly gliding day—
Such lavish gifts of godlike powers—
Such potent means—the opening, way;
-If thine is now the bitter tear,

in ber glaring eye.

—

‘4-4
>>

7

Zion's Herald,

4
<*>

AGAINST HASTENING TO REMOVE
FROM OUR POST OF DUTY.
[Rev. C. H. Spurgeon, in The Sword and Trowel,
gives here some good advice.]

He was a wise man who said, ‘ The
roundest peg seldom fits into the roundest hole without some paring.” There
is no position in life which, at the first, has

not something irksome and trying about

“qf,

NeW Comers can not expect to feel at

home at once,

We

remember

our

first

wretched night at a school where we aft-

a

7

»
yr

ae

have

already

new place will

be

spent

lost,

weniy first steps will

aod

bave

to

at

your

the

same:

be

taken

upon another laddey. Besides, you
readily leap uit” ot!4he frying-pan

Attempt

We speak thus befause we believe that
many:are discouraged at the outset of a

a
y
4

/

has brought him -where he is, apd he
must not venture to leave beenuse of in" gonveniencied; often it will be his wisdom to regard these as a part of the tokens that he is in the right way, for the ap-

3

work than she imagined?
wild and

careless

Are

and

the

chil-

inattentive,

.-and does her own power of teaching appear to be smaller than she hoped? Let
her give diuble application to her holy
toil. and she will come to Jove it. Should
she leave it, she may incur the blame of
those,who_put their hands to the plough

wn

rand look:back.

The

ice has

already

been brik#h; the edge has been taken
off from the difficulty ; let her persevere,

~

the

a fit

the elements of fruitfulness than the
to

leave.

which

L.

There are few Christian heads af’ house-

~

= No doubt: the interest

:

of the

service

The grown-gp

young

.

’
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prayerfully,
to the glory of God, rather than out of rev
spect to our own feefivgs, = A tree thub is
often tragsplinted will make but little
stgrowth, and bear but slender fruit. © A
qman who is *¢ evrything by turns, and
nothing long.” willibe uw sort of *¢ Jack of
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be
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What
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whether
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wherein it 18 not 80, he may yet be sure would
not
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more
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if
that if by change of place he avoids one there were, as a rule,” more prepiration
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All rounds must
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prayer and study of God's Word should |
fly trom trouble will need long wings, be made 10 tell upon the worship of the
and to escape discomfort will require family. The subject to ha brought. he-,
Se
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more than a magician’s skill.
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Jt is wiserto ** bear the ills we have, prayed over alone; the ‘petitions which
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ig the best possible for us, no other form and who can tell the difference
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he
and
have 'we to suspeer tre wisdom
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trust our own judgment when it leads us anggest matter for the prayer, af it were
to murmurh g and oiscontent. ‘Occasion
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And where a form is used,
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changeone’s thm of Chrigtian service dition of a short gentence, perhaps not
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A Magnificent Gift
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’

Peace

have

pointed path is seldom easy to the feet.
| be manaved, is often much enjoyed; and
Has our young
friend
commenced where this is nou possible, the mere reads
\
teaching n class in the ‘Sanday-school
ing of » hymn gives a happy variety.
and does she find it far less pleasant The occasional reading of verses by oth-"|
drep

and

adapted for their:gifts... It would

them
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THE
j

It is a larger circulation,

S&YUrDAY,

of despondency, they had. changed their
station or relinquished their
vocation.

AMONG

Lincoln campaign.

Humanity

-

i

gested by the Evangelical Alliance :

Missions and the Conversion of the World
to Christ.
=
SUNDAY,
9.— Theme: On the Minis(ration of the Holy Spirit.
.

seemed to make no headway whatsoever,
and yet thiey, have ultimately triumphed,
and have come toysbless the providence
which called them into a place so well

4

LARGEST+. CIRCULATION
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circulation ever aitained, with

of Justice,

for
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reached ihe largest

all Nations ; for the. Suppression, of In-’
temperance and Sabbath Desecration,

er soil at a little distance,
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ings can be made the most effective. The
following is the schedule . of topics sug-

have

and

they

:

THE

JANUARY 2.—Theme : Christ the Only
Hope of a Lost World.
Monpay,
3—Thanksgiving
for the
| would fill them with thankfulness; and:
Satan raises these disconragements
to Blessings, Temporal and Spiritual. of the
tempt them to leave a. position in which Past Year, and Prayer for their Continu:
EER
i
they may damage his kingdom and glori- ance. . |
TUESDAY, 4 —Humiliation and Confesfy Christ. . Courage, dear friend, you
have a great Helper; look to the strong sion on account of Individual, Social and
"
:
for ' strength,
Say with Nehemiah, National Sins.
WEDNESDAY, 5. Prayer for the Church
¢ Should such
a man as I flee?” Who
are you that everything should be made of Christ, its Unity and Purity, its Minissmooth for your feet?. Are you such alittle try, and for Revivals of Religion.
HURSDAY,
6.—Christian i
babe in graced that only the slightest tasks
Prayer for the Family, Sunday Schools,
-should be allotted to you?
Be a man,
Institutions,
for
and play the men. Resolve that even at and all Educational
this present, and where you now are, you. Young*Men’s Christian Associations, and
°
To
:
will set up the standard, and hold the for the Press.
fort. Many are the instances in Which < FRIDAY, 7.—Prayer for the Prevalence
years,

or

The New York Tribuiie for 1881.
>»

career which, if they cotild see its end,

and ,even

4

—

:

thought as to the way i#*Which the meet-

may
into "holds who do not establish some kind of
family worship.
The order of this varies
~the fire. Change has charms
to some
much,
according
to
the time that can be:
men, hut among its roses they find abuballowed for it, the ability, and perhaps
dant thorns,
.
:
Has the minister just entered upon. a the opinions, of the one who. conducts it.
fresh sphere, and does he miss the affec- Possibly any kind of family prayer is bettionate warmth of his old acquaintances? ter than none at all; and yet it is sad to
the tendency which there is for it to
Does he find his new pooplé strange and’ see
singular? Db they appear cold and dis- becowe a mere form, and to mark how
frequently «it fails to be the power it
+ tant? . Let him persevere, and all this
will wer off, and he will come to-love might be in promoting the religious life
of the household. Too often the .place is
the very people to whom he now feels an ‘orly
found in the Bible because a“fnarker
aversion, und find highest helpers among
is kept thete ; a hurried prayer is read or
those who now seemto be utterly indifand the hasty service leaves but
ferent to him. The call of Providence said,
little likelw ta impress a stamp on the

ur

ea

yourself.

—

| JE LEADIN B AMER IAN

mention beforehand and#a little careful

change

erward became very happy. Well do were, exercising indomitable perseverwe recollect the misery of the first few -ance, they have softened the granite, -culmonths df a calling which we afierward| tured it into fertility, and reaped a gold-1
valued and enjoyed:
Our mind was en ‘harvest. He is the greatest:man’ who
sorely depressed on first coming. into that achieves success where stronger men
sphere in London which has since been | might have failed. If we desire to gloiithe delight of our life. Let no man, fy God, we must not select the comfortable positions and the hopeful fields; it is
therefore, when he at first commences
work in any place feel at all discouraged best to make no selection, but to yield
‘by the uneasiness which may come - over our own will to the will of God altogethhim. Itis natural that he should feel er. The hole is round enough, it will be
strange iu a new position. The burden difficult to’ make it anyrounder ; the propis not yet adapted to the shoulder, and er plan is to round ourselves. If we will
the shoulder is not yet hardened to the but adapt ourselves to our position, the
load.” While féeling the irksomeness of position will adapt itselfto us.
It may be that these lines will furnish
a fresh position, do not be so foolish as
to throw it up. Wait
a little while, and counsel to a brother whose choice now
time will- work wonders. You will take lies between béing a rolling stone and a
pleasurein the very things which are pillar in the house of our God. To turn
now the source of discomfort.
The very tail undér present pressure may be the
worst thing will be to hasten away and beginning of a cowardly career, neither
-make a chunge, for the change will only honorable to God nor to mani .to stand
bring trial in a fresh form, and you will fast at this distressing juncture may. be.
wendure afresh the evils which you; have the commencement of nn established poalteady almost mastered.
The time sition of supreme usefulness and honor.
which you

at

therefore,

no other alteration till a distinct improve| ment in your own self has resolutely
‘ been carried out.

months,

The frost-chilled currents feebly flow ;

is

not,

“der every possible disadvantage,

She's dying, on her couch of snow ;
Hark, how the wild blast skurries by;

oQy disappointed hearts draw near,
And justify the dying year.

force

‘seems

men have commenced théir life-work un-

Blame not the bounteous, dying year. .

The light dims

Do

Double

whiéh now

the work, but'change
&

+» So richly fair, we sai her weave

yield.

:

.
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THE DYING YEAR.

will make that’ easy
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THE WEEK OF PRAYER.

can be forced to

.
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possible way, will usually conquer diffi- * If nothingis said in a church.of the
culties and win success. An exfremely
hard substance in the world may be cut Week of Prayer till its very commence-

With vows of troth and songs of mirth;

»

tt
1

lute determination to glorify him in every

So recently we hailed her birth,

"-

-

vrs

=

Selections.
Her requiem, the Winter's storm.

-

Jrr
|

-

_ The yearis dying! Gather round
The pale, attenuated form;
Ca
Her sinking head, with snow wreaths bound,
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OUR CENTENNIAL ‘IN RETROSPECT."
With these closing days of 1880, we
take leave of the. cenfennial year of the
Freewill Baptist denomination. As we’
step over the line which” separates this
year from the one which follows it, itiwill
not be inappropriate to take a subvey of the
year, its work and its probable influence.
This centennial anniversary had been

looked forward to with deep interest by
many, and provisional preparation : had
- been made for its proper observance.
This preparation contemplated the re-

vival of our history, local as well as general, the gathering up of the tangible
sults of the work of one

hundred

re-

years,

the holding’ of the Centennial Conference
and the obtaining of contributions for the

"payment of debts and the “carrying for"ward of benevolent

work

in the

future.

Though thése objects had been’ definitely
stated, our people were as a whole slow
" torealize the fact that the centennial
- year had actually come and to be adequately awakened to the significance of
the opportunity presented. When, how--

Respecting also the amount of money contributed as centennial offerings no correct

statement

can

now

be

Indeed,

made.

in

enter-

‘Small in numbers though we are, we

But the work is not

to

O-O

slumber,

This observance

has

broadened

and

[3

“strengthened fellowships. It has made
us to feel that we are one in spirit and
- purpose with Randall, Colby, Marks,
Burr and other stalwart and heroic toilers

all along the old century.

It hastold us

_ that as they did their work well
and. faith-

fully, so must

we

do

ours.

Then

our

work of to-day has been made to appear
one in every part. Dividing lines have
‘been obliterated and workers in different
and even remote sections have clasped
hands. Our General Baptist brethren in
England have reached over to us, and we
have felt ourselves drawn nearer to them.
The good which. must ‘eventuate from this
result of our observance becom manifest in proportion as we realize the im. portance and excellence of the workers in
any good cause having hands which

warmly grasp hands and hearts which.
beat in @nison with hearts. * By this
shall all “men

know

that

ye

are

my.

disciples, if ye have love one to another.”
“This obreryance lias aiso quickened in
us a sense of the value and magnitude of

’

ABOUT

THE

“STAR

QUARTERLY, ”

“ Samples of’ this new venture gre now
in the hands of many of our pastors and
superintendents, and the work

will soon,

we hope,be put on trial in all our
schools. Some things may properly be
said about this number and what is pre,
posed for the next.
It was. begun at a very late date. - "This
prevented ‘the careful preparation: that
ought to be given to sucha work,” and
yet, it is believed
that it_ has not

prejudices of his section, he

at the

same

time boldly states some truths of great
significance. He deplores the illiteracy
of the South, fo which he ascribes mainly
her weakness; refers to the great advantage of New England ini comparison “with
other portions of the country through her
supremacy in education.
:

without fruitage,

and we have been led to

two sections were

arrayed

-against, each

and

more

inviting

negroes upon their self-control
and peace-

.

upon

us that“we’request Christian people and

t# THE

of the spirit of religious persecution was
that in modérn times faith had undergone
“an eclipse, and men could not bring them-

offending clergymen

are in the

wrong,

State” they ought to resign their office
and act simply in a voluntary capacity if
they can not conscientiously comply with
the law, and that on the other hand, - the
Government if dissatisfied with their ¢on-

duct ought simply to ‘ dischargé them
from its employment. The Baptist states
further :
- The real relation of the Church

A
good boos writes in some
perplexity to ask the following questions :
1. Isitright for a minister .to announceat

‘the close of public service on the Sabbath that
he has books to sell, naming the price, and as

soon as the benediction is pronounced to commence selling them, taking money therefor?
:
2. Ifright for him, would it be right for
any member of the congregation, as soon as the

meeting is closed to hnnounce

that he or she

has books to sell; stating the price, and commence selling and continue as long as there

‘are books and

purchasers? *

Of course, an answer can be given arly
in general terms.
Circumstances alter
cases. Habitual sales, inthe circumstances
named, even of the best books, or solitary

sales of miscellaneous books, could hardly be approved.

And any

action on the Sabbath

money

trans-

‘is easily open to

objections, and could not, as a rule, be
justifiable. ‘But we suppose circumstances
Right arise in which there would be no
actual wrong in such a sale as our correspondent inquires about. The intentions
of the seller and the object of the sale
shouldbe duly considered before condemning
the transaction. At the same

time, we can hardly be too careful
the exemplary observance
day.
+400

Tue
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about

of ‘the Lord's
;
:
i

QUARTERLY.

When

we

commenced printing the Quarterly we had
orders for only one hundred copies, and
it was so near the close of the year before
arrangements were made that only a limited n
could be printed, bound and
distributed before the last Sabbath in the
year. In filling orders the entire edition
was exhausted,and we send Lesson Leaves

to supply the deficiency. The Quarterly
and the has been stereotyped and we can supply

and that as the latter are ‘ servants of the

State is yery simple.

has seta

worthy example in supplying itself with’
the new hymn books. At the close of
service last Sunday week the subject was
presented, and although pot over 150
persons were
present,
including the
children, yet about 140 books were at once
subscribed for. The. pastor writes: "** The
books were placed in every pew in the
church before the service last Sabbath
morning.
Let all churches in need. of a
new Hymn and Tune book go and do
likewise.
They will not Jind * a belter
one.” So say we.
:
»

——BUCKLE's explanation of the decline

sions that both the: Government

church in Concord

any demand from this

3000 copies will he

onwdrd,

from

as

the

bindery before the readers see this mote
and all orders will be filled so that every
school ought to be supplied beforé the
first Sunday in January. We have received
many commendations of the Quarterly,’
and’ not yet the first adverse criticism.

ly the best gifts.

We would

BRIEF NOTES.
The

North

American

and

tion of the liquor

traffic,

as

has

J udge

at Lowell, in placing

the

responsibility,

where it belongs, upon those in authority;
who licénse the iniquitous traffic, and then
in folloping vp that act with vigorous
efforts to. suppress it. Such examples as
that in question, if unfortunately rare, are
very hopeful indications of the progress
that the temperance movement is making.
4
§

was a crime to teacha negro,

afid the

disgraced their position.

A much more

wholesome spectacle was’ presented in’
the Senate just previously, where the educational bill was under discussion. Our

New

Hampshire

Senators

did yeoman

service on the right side of the debate.
Messrs. Rollins and Blair have thus far,
in their public utterances

in the ‘Senate,

day.

The Christian correctly designates this,

‘ white slavery.”

The

exchange

of

articles bétween

Prof,

Howe and Rev. J. J. Hall, on the genuineness
~of the incident narrated in John 8:1—11, is
carried on in the bestof spirit and with a sin
cere desire, on the part of

each

one,

to

serve

the truth. We trust that the discussion will
prove to be profilable to those who read and

pohder upon the subject:

abn

We have received Yrom
the International
Committee of the Young Men’s Christian Association a copy of Three Hundred Topics for
the Prayer Meetings of 1881.” It is intended
for-the use
and others
price of the
‘copy, or b0

of pastors, Association" Secretaries,
active <n Christian wok.
The
pamphlet (post-paid) is 5 cents per
Orders can be
cents per dozen.

removing earth

and putting in a stone

to me, 87 Dexter St.,. Providence, R. I

‘Again, money will be no less thankfaily

these days one gets a pretty good idea of the
vastness and variety of the trade.
The establishment of D. Lothrop & Co. on Franklin

received if sent by such as have not up to ,
this dale, made any pledges. . The last
half of what is wanted, ' in such cases,

St.

presents the busiest scenes. Their immense
‘store is filled with publications of all grades,

to the most

costly—cheap we mean

in

usually comes hardest.

elegant and
Com-

paratively young among the Boston publishers,
the firm is fully abreast of the oldest and best,

while it.handles a stock of goods that.is hot
surpassed by any of them. We are ‘glad >to
note its energy and prosperity and to commend

its place of business to ull book-buyers.

- Benonunational Hetos.

Pah
ps Lo]

Good friends §f

the lowly, please hap this noble Chris.
tian enterprise.: A +H. MORRELL, ..
=~
' Dee. 20.
Soliciting Agent,

price—the morale

of this establishment is above criticism.

:x

~

basement, etc., etc., all require Mone
y,
The inference, therefore, is plain, viz :

satisfaction is too great to be selfishly kept. :
Passing through the Boston book
stores

from the cheapest

[3

Also that other outlays for

that all who consistently can, will’ confer

L-

The Centennial Conference Picture, :
Rev. B.db.

Gerry; ‘of

Dexter, Maine,

writes:
“Many of ‘us are’ anxiously
looking for the Conference picture offered

by Rev. A. M. Richardson, of Cowlesville,

Wyoming Co., N.

Y.

He

tells us that °

the delay of our byethren in sending him

Faith Mission.”

their photographs is the

reason

that the

Will our.
A fow years since aa good brother |in one picture has not been sent.
brethre
n
be
entreat
ed
to
forwar
d
them at
of the Lowell churches was ssked ‘by his
pastor, if he would be one of four to. give
8500 each towards

buying a

parsonage.

(

once, 80 that the picture, of about 100 of
our ministers, offered at such a reason“able rate, may be forthcoming.

** No,” replied he, “I do not think much
of the idea of having a parsonage, but I
will give $500, yes, $1,000 towards anothMinisters and Churches,
er church in Lowell when the right time
comes for it.” Since that time this brother,
Eastern.
:
and his pastor also,has been thinking and
< Maine.
praying over.the project of founding a
Rev... N..Brook
of sy
New Sharon. whi has
been prevented fron active ministerial work by
new mission whenever Providence should
seem to indicate that the **set time” for| iliness, proposes now to enter upon such sersuch an enterprise had come, and “sehen: vice as the churches may require of him. His

evera providential opening should occur.

health is SOSdeTbIy improved.

No} far from the time of the conversation
afore-mentioned a new hosiery was built

fully in the Q.

inthe

south- -wgstern part of the city, and:

this industrial ‘enterprise greatly promoted
building erlterprises in that/new section of
the city. Here, then, Providence was mak-

inga field for gospel effort, The churches
wereall faraway. The people who desired
to avail theniselves of religious privileges
could not readily do so, atid many, doubtless, had too little desire for such ‘a blessing. These facts began to trouble the.

mind and weigh upon

the heart of our

brother; until, after much prayer and
carefig deliberation, he determined to
open a Mission Sunday-school somewhere
in this destitute neighborhood,
Accordingly, on the first Sunday in
October last, a school was opened if a
neighboring school-house, the use of which
‘had been kindly. given by the city authorities, and measures were immediately instituted towards the erection of a chapel.
An eligible lot was ‘purchased and the
contract for the building immediately
awarded. A pretty, though unpretentious,
chapel, thirty by forty feet, is the result.
It was first opened for seryice, Sunday,
Dec.

12, ard was dedicated to the service

of God on the

following

Chapel, for this is
name,

Sunday.

its very

Faith

appropriate

has a neat and ailtractive

audience

room, thirty feet square, and two -classrooms, each ten by fifteen feet.
The
chapel cost a little more “than $2,000, of
which sum Bro. A. L. Russell contributed
$1,000 and Bro. E. A. Thissell and J. &.
Buttrick each 8500.
The two first named

brethren

are’ both members of the Mt.

Vernon church and

the latter is a deacon

in one of the Congregational churches.
Several benevolent gentlemen contributed
and

were

sufficient

to pay all expenses thus farincurred. The

A. L. Russell, the founder

and Superin-

tendent of the mission; Rev. T.
well, D. D,,

pastorof

the

M.

Col-

First Baptist

SebecQ. M..is
very destitute of pastors,
Rev, F. A. Palme r, who has labored, success-

Rdgeouns

First Congregational church;
W. Porter, pastor of the Pai
Baptist church, and

E. P. Woods,

Rev. E.

St. Free
Presi-

of the Y. M. C. A.
dent
At present only a Sunday-school is
holden; but already a desire has been expressed that meetings for prayer should
be held, and itis expected that Gospel

i +

Raymon.

gone

to Boothbay,

W. Bridges

to Ft.

plied by Bro. J. J. Banks for a Sabbath of two. *

A correspondent urges the chu rches “to secure
if possible good ministers to Jabor among
them, lest they be among ‘the
things that
were.”

There is a growing religiois interest. in the

‘Saco’ churches, About
two months ago the
afternoon preaching service was suspended indefinitely, and it was deterntined to rally all the
forces around the remaining three services of
the day. The result hus been an increased interest in the Sabbath-schoo! and social meetings.
Tuesday evening is given to the study
of the8. S..lesson by the members of the
school, led by the pastor. The church is earnestly and. unitedly at work and backsliders
are being reclaimed and sinners awakened;
The ‘Presque Isle chureh worshiped in its
new vestry last Sunday week.
This is the
first house of worship erected and owned exclusively by F., Bapfists in Northern Aroostook.

.

Rev, J. Mariner attended the Ellsworth Q.
M., at Bar, Harbor, and protracted it three days
with full houses and a deep interest.
Nearly

a sccrerose for prayers and the harvest is
white......Rev. G. W. F. Hill of the Bangor
church, now {no Lis last year in the Bangor
Theological Seminary, has Jately supplied the

Dover and Pittsfield churches each

with good acceptance.

He

as a pastor in June next, und

will

a Sunday,
be

available

is & young

man

of:deep piety and large promise, Rev, Geo. N.
Howard, of the same church and - Seminary, is
available as a supply till the summer vacation,

when-he will return to the Eastbrook ¢hireh,
A Council appointed by Sebeec

Q. M.

at

a

its

Baptist church

last session, to organize a F.

at North Guilford, met at that place Dec. 22,
at 2 o'clock yp, M., and attended to that duty.

‘Name,

Church:

Baptist

Guilford F.

North

‘The church made choice of Willis E. Rogers,
Rev.
address, Guilford.
clerk. Post-office
James Boyd, State Missionary, was present
and assisted in the services.
New Hampshire.
.
. A Council appointed by the SandwichQ. M.,

consisting of Rev. Messrs.

J.

Runnells

..

(who

was absent and D. Calley substituted), C. WwW.
Griffin and J. Erskine, met on Tuesday, Dec.
14, at Moultonboro’ to examine and if thought

best to ordain Bio. C. E.

Davis.

After: hear-

ing Bro. D.’s Christian experience and call to-the ministry, quite a critical examination of his
doctrinal views was made; after which it was

unanimously agreed
gospel ministry.

to set

him apart

to the”

The ordaining services were

Reading’ Scriptures

by Rev.

J.

Erskine;
sermon, by the same; ordaining
prayer, by Rev, D, Calley; charge to pastor,

Rev. C, W.

Griffin;

hand

Rev. N. S. Palmeter;

of fellowship

address

by Rev.*®t. W. Dealtry;

to the

by

church,

address of welcome,

Rev. —=— - Knott (Methodist.)' Ra

About 150 of the friends of Rev. C. L. “Pinkbam, at Northwood, met'at the parsonage on
the evening of Dec. 7—the 15th anniversary of
his and Mrs. Pinkham’s marriage.
After a
pleasant social time, they donated the worthy

and’ “pregehing services will 8008 be begun. /The average attendance at the |
' pair

a chureh of Christ,

M.," has

9. M, Rev.

Fairfield Aroostook
M., and Rev, 8. C.
‘Whitcomb is expected
to settle in Rbode
Island, thus leaving only two. ‘pastors for thirteen churches.At present, Abbot, Sebec,
Milo, Medford, Maxfield, Lagrange, Bradford,
and Dover & Foxeroft churches. have no pastors. The Dover & Foxcroft,church are hoping to secure & minister who has spent one
Sabbath with them.
Bradford has been sup-.

church; Rev. Smith Baker, pastor of tthe - as follows:

Sunday-schdol thus far has been about one
hundred, and it seems probable that as
sentto Richard C. Morse, 23d St. “ Cor." 4th
mahy more will attend as can be easily.
Ave., New York City.
convened in the chapel,
“The observation of every traveler, and
¢ Faith Mission ” is thus begun under
says the
coast”
on, this
ourselves
of
most cheering auspices and we confident.
Los Angeles (Cal.) Evening Express, “shows
noth- ly predict for it a most prosperous future,
has
character
the Chinese
that
ing in it of the religious element, as the term is The purpose of the founder of this ‘noble
That states. enterprise, to
understood among other races,”
make it a source of spiritual
ment is made in the face of the report, which
helpfulness to the community where it is
appears to be true, that already 500 Chinamen
on the: Pacific coast havé become Catholic located, can not be too highly commended
And, yet,
priests, that Protestant . missions are reasona- nor too heartily: encourgged.
bly successful umong thém, and that, according | why should not our successful Christian
‘to the present ratio, China herself will be business men consecrate a portion of their,
pretty well Christiahtzedin the next century.
time, » Pnergy and money, to the
‘proseeu‘We can hardly accbunt for what seems to be tion of the Lord's work and the upbuilding
an almost spontaneous expression of interest
of hig kingdom?. The readers of the Star
in and approval of the present course und
will hear from ¢ Faith Mission” again,
‘uttitude of the Star, unless it may be due to when it shall
have grown, a8 in the
providence of God it goon will grow, into
the natural siggestion of the holiday” season.
So far as our own work has been alluded to in}

some'$1,300%

and remove

‘a favor by paying in their subscriptions,
This is The money “can he sent fo. Rev. N. C.
personal Brackett, Harper's Ferry,
West Va., or’

towards the furnishing of the house,

the

make them

admit the large circle of acquaintances, whom
we meet so regularly each week, to the pleasure which we
expegfenced
on Christmas
morning in the reception of an elegant silver

raised in a few minutes, a sum

Review

where hey.
And to:
them will’ cost

are to be used in said building.

not do less than

* .| on the day of its consecratjon.$430

i

to the

Officially, each has

time

recgived

winter be drawn to the Spot

Christmas is past, and so are the
suspense
and expectancy in which it was awaited: “Wg
trust that the “higher ministrations and suggestions of the day have not been missed, and
‘that they may lead us all to covét more earnest-

patriots to assemble for prayer and deliberation touching the best methods for the.
freedom of the entire land from the curse ice-pitcher:‘“ From Office Friends.”
of intemperance.
The whole range of ‘no place to thank the donors, but the

CURRENT TOPICS.

‘The South, according to Mr. Brown, |day. It was not a creditable scene. The
wasted directly more than four billions bare expression of an enforced apology is
of money, besides all the lives and
prop- too light a penalty for the men who so

too poor to Supply what is most essential
present more@urgentioalls for immediate to its future prosperity, viz,, the_educahelp.
there is reason to believe that tion of all classes.
. the impressions produced are ¢ausing. an
Formerly ignovdnce. was onforoed it

.cof

by many persons it has beén’ urged

EE RDN.
a. TL.

—0Qur Washingion correspondent de1
scribes
the scene in the “House on Tuesfearful cost has this result been obtained !

and to

increased activity in every. Yeparumen

say:
In every. section of the land this great
subject is awakening deep interest, and

ual, nothing is more timely for that section, and for the whole country.
|.

other on the subject. Providétfice knew Crosby. No one is better qualified, and
howto carry out its own designs. The no one has a better right to speak upon
passions ‘and prejudices of both . sides the subject than these judges. The dreadwere = aroused, and the only way. to ful effects of the evil are daily before them,
eradicate slavery was to tear it out by the and in the evidence given in their hearing,
roots.” * He thanked the framers of the they are able to arrive at the true inwardbill for providing that the greater amoynt ness of the - matter in every individual
of the money appropriated by the bill case of crime arraigned before the bar of
should go to the States where there was justice. Would that all these officials
most ‘illiteracy. He complimented ‘the were as fearless as the police magistrate

feel that these —
ugh which; so
much has been ‘accomplished ini the past,
will serve us in the future. Then the. field in erty,to upliold an institution which is now
India, that at the South and the one in the confgssed to have been its greatest source
distant West, ‘have each been made to ap- | of weakness and degradation. Now it is
. pear lai

June 21,1881 In the cull the Committee

as intellect

Subserivon to the new. school
building for Storer College, will pardon ug
if we
kindly. inform them that some 200,000 - of
bricks are now nicely burned, and
will this

from giving it the mest cordial appreciation.
‘We shall not be satisfied if the Star be not.
each year more and more worthy of such ex=
pressions.

nothing to do with the other. The State Atlantic Monthly have given up their de- chapel is therefore completely furnished
does not know the Church; it knows only partmentof book reviews, and the Interna- with Chairs, settees, pulpit, piano, clock,
certain corporations holding certain pro-,
singing books, S. S. papers, blackboard,
Mr. B.’s account of the overthrow of | perty. ‘The Church. does not know the tional Review “will do so next year. Several
of the leading English Reviews have also done
etc.,
and is consécrated to God free from
slavery is candid. He says: * The State so far as any submission or any 80.
:
any
incumbrance.
support
is
concerned,
This
is
the
real
At the service of conblack race had reached a higher place.
The custom which prevails in this country,
oe
secration,
the
dedicatory
prayer was ofThey had. greatly advanced intellectually Rhode Island principle.
of compelling sales-women behind the counter
»
fered by Rev. J. M. Green, pastor of the
to stand upon their feet all day long is also
before the abolition of slavery, but there
was necessarily a limitation to such prog- ——How noble and grand .a thing it in * vogue at Melbourne; Australia, in a Eliot Congregationai church, and ‘short
ress under the old system. There was would be for all justices of our criminal much more aggravated form, tlie hours, of ser- addresses were made by'Rev. G. S.
but one way to abolish slavery, and the ‘courts to take up and deal with this ques- vice there being from twelve to sixteen per Ricker, pastor of the Mt. Vernon church;

our work; We have been made to re- fulness under their new political situa-alize as never before the beneficent utility tion. He had more belief than he ever ‘|
“of the instrumentalities which we have had in their future advancement among
employed. The work of the Printing the races. The whole country was interEstablishment, of the schools, literary and .gsted in the . intelligence of the colored
theological, of the missionary societies, population.
of the anti-slavery warfare and of. other
The whole speech marks a great ad* enterprises, has been so presented "as to vance
in perception - of fundamental
produce this result. As the several stories truth 1n the case, and a frank avowal of
have beén told, we have had tangible as- the same! How very late, and at what!

suratice that’ our labors have not been

National Convention at Saratoga Springs,

is still great, without exercise of the most
untiring vigilance, energy and persis-

- The New Sohool-Buiding,

the friendly spirit that has prompted them, or’

.

THE Committee from the National
‘Temperance Convention which was held
in Chicago in
i 1875, issue a call for another. 3

yet

PY
tac
Somes

3

‘those expressions, it would, be Wevuied modesty that would prevent us from recognizing

discriminating

|

done, it is but begun. - With the mass of
ignorance, and connected evil, the danger

“tion, that'it be moral as well

0-0

are

die. 1Pf even.

themselves to ‘a
and

constituency.

begin to be acknowledged and vindicated.
Here is evidence of progress. This nation has passed through the fiercest ordeal ;
led by ifs own sense of right and real expediency under the hand of God, as none
can doubt, a most wonderful victory has
been achieved.

watchful

view of the shortness of the time since
tence.
: life, individual and sociul, the home, the
this work commenced, the sum- total of
Church, and the State, is involved. Upon
Such men,as Senator Brown are coming the various aspects of this‘ most important
the contributions as they exist at present,
to own the truth? Multitudes of others, problem papers will be presented from
which is not insignificant, is not a jusy ex-especially the young, are gaining a like the ablest writers and discussed by the
pression of the spirit and purpose of our
best Speakers in the country. The call
pe
In justice to all, should not the elevation, seeing the tyranny and ‘ruin J-for such an assembly iis louder and the"
produced
by
their
former
obstinate
ledd|
tim#¥ of making such contributions be exencouragement to-hold one is greater, totended to the next General Conference? ers, and are ready to join in practicable day than ever. = Let the high character of
‘this Ninth Convention demonstrate the inSuch an extension'would in reality give measures of redress.
The proposal to furnish free education tense devotion the people of this nation
only about three years for the work to
for temperance, patriotism, and
to the*South is a magnificent one. With ‘cherish
religion.
whieh, as it seems to us, it is Justly en”
+4 proper care for just and equable'distribu**-O-06
titled.
~

PROGRESS IN THE SOUTH.
encouraged by the consciousnéss that our |
The fast speech of Mr. Brown of Geor. history presents the names of earnest and
gia, in the Senate, on the bill for devoting
« God-fearing men, and has been charactera part. of the proceeds of" sales of public
ized by sincerity, noble endurance, fidelilands to general education, . is worthy of
ty to principle, and the favor of God. This
specialmote.
While avowing his sym-’
historic spirit which has been awakened
pathy with the prevailing sentiments and
- should not be

allowed

somewhat

ness are exposed, andthe rights of men

| selves to persecute others into believing
that whereof they were themselves skeptical, The inadequateness of this explanation of one of the most striking social
been done carelessly. The work has phenomena of our time,is forcibly shown
servance has been realized. While not been: prepared by an editor living
in the North American Review for Januaat
fully, and that was too much to expect,
a distance from the office of publica- ry, by Prof. John Fiske, who assigns a
it has been so realizedas to be produc- tion and it has been impossible
to ad- number of other causes that have been at
least as influential in bringing about this
tive of lasting and beneficent results. just the amount of matter to the space
to |
—The Cententiat-Conferenc
alone;
e Which | ‘be filled, as accurately as will be done | most desirable. result. First, there is the
~ was the most visible manifestation 3f the hereafter. Very few typographical errors decline of the martial spirit and the
spirit of the year, testifies of its success. have been discovered.
On page 7 in, the greater devotion to pacific industrial pur" So large was this gathering, . such was note on verse
suits. Then, as men rise in the scale of
46, for ‘Dr. Wheeler,”
the character and ability of its discourses, read ‘Dr. Whedon;”
civilization,
they are less disposed to be
on page 30, the
papers and discussions, and so sweet heading
domineering. Finally, men in modern
should be, Quarterly Bible
times have quite lost the sense of corporwere the reunions enjoyed, so large was
Dictionary.”
the hope begotten and so strong was the
References to parallel Scriptures have | -ate responsibility—the belief that a whole
_ faith inspired, that it constithted a most been omitted
for the reason thatall who community is liable for the offenses of
each individual comprised: in: it. These
invigorating
(and
refreshing
starting would be likély to use them,
probably |points are established with all the ingenu* point-from which to commence the work have reference Bibles in which
they can
of a new century.
ity of reasoning and wealth of learning
readily find them.
But to say simply that our centennial
« Geikie's Life of Christ ” can be bought for which the author is so distinguished.
observance has been productive of lasting of the ¢‘ American Book Exchange”
The other articles in.this number of the
(New-}and beneficent results, is an assertion al York) for fifty
are:
‘Controlling Forces in
cents, and * Farrar’s Life | &¢eview
together too general. It is fitting that we of Christ,” in two parts,
American
Politics,”
by Senator Geo. F.
in stout paper
should particularize.
coversfof I. K. Funk & Co. (New York) Edmunds; “ Atheism in Colleges, " by
This observance has awakened among for the same price.
They can bs obtained President Jobs Bascom; ‘ The “Ruins of
us the historic spirit. The discourses through any bookselle
Central America,” by Désiré Charnay ;
ul
r.
which have been quite generally preached,
It has been the object of the editor. to «Partisan Government,” by Williant D.
dealing with the origin angd struggles -of furnish such questions
as would be adapt- Le Sueur; ‘‘ Popular Art-Edueation,” by
churches, Quarterly and Yearly Meetings, ed to the average
pupils in" our schools. Prof. John F. Weir; * The Limitations of
as well as the denomination as a whole,
Some adult classes, and some advanced Sex,” by Nina Morais; * The Mission of
. together with the able papers presented schools,
will, perhaps, think thé questions the Democratic Party,” by Senator Wilat the Conference detailing the history of
too easy, but it is believed that they will liam A. Wallace; and finally, a review of
our benevolent and phiggmthropic enterbe found hard enough for the majority, of ‘Recent Philological Works, by Prof. F.
prises, have caused the past to be proA. March.
.
classes.
duced afresh-and lived over again. The
Several improvements in the details of
~ value of this-work, some of which will apthe work for the next number are in ——THE imprisonment of the Rev. Pelpear in a permanent. form in the forth~
mind, and we hope that our friends, be- ham Dale and the Rev. William Enraght,
«coming ** Centennial Record,” in instruct:
ing thankful that we have made a begin- two Ritualists, of the Episcopal church in
ing and inspiring the younger portion of
ning, will kindly offer all the criticisms England, for, persisting in ritualistic prac-our people, is great. We have, none’ of
add suggestions they feel inclined to; for tices in violation of the Public Worship
#18, aidatatond quite so well as now, how |
our only desire is to make the ‘Star’ Regulation act, has caused a good deal
“Wwe came tb be the people which* we are,
Quarterly ” the best possible for our of feeling and discussion in that country.
~and the magnitude and grandeur of the Shools,
The National Baptist (Philadelphia) dis:
work which we
have accomplished.
cusses the matter, and makes the concluever, they became awakened, they

ed upon ‘the work with commendable
zeal and enthusiasm.
‘it is now quite impossible to state pre, Cisely to what extent the tfue ideal ob-

uniformly commended

“our benevolent work. Shall not the spirit || poor whites were o utterly ‘neglected, until
of aggressiveness be both contagious and semi-barbarism was the result. Now
under the discipline of adversity light’
+ abiding?
In these particulars it would seem that breaks in, the mists of error and superthe Freewill Baptists occupy better van- stition are dispelled, prejudice and selfishtage ground than ever before, and -more
can retiSonably be expected of them. As
respects what has beén accomplished in
‘gathering the statistics of benevolent
work, and the procuring of an inventory of
property, it is now too soon to spéak with
definiteness. The efforts made in these
particulars are in themselves healthful.

29, 1880.
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A year ago the Rev. Lewis

Malvern

accept.

ed the pastorate of the Merrimack St. church,
Manchester, and with it the’ burden of its indebtedness, $3,825.
Ina quiet but effective
way

he

has

succeeded

In raising,

not

sufficient funds to pay every dollar owed,

only |

but

has the pledge of his people for enough more to |: pay the interest money. This gratifying end

was reached on Sunday the 20th inst., when the
collections taken swelled the amounts paid and
subscribed to a total of $4005,- The young ladies ahd
gentlemen ‘of the society, especially
of the choir, have raised

about. $125

by “their

entertainments, It is the intention now that the
debt of.the church is wiped: out, toamake ‘much
needed repairs on the church building,

Rev. E. A. Boynton writes: “A revival is in
progress in Canaan, in the edge of Barrington.

About twenty bave started for the Kingdom,
and there are others “thinking they have a
work to do. = The church. is very much encouraged, It was very low when I confnienced

Sindh av

\

to labor there.

agreed to go every third Sabbath in the after- | was
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_noon and preach, I attended
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Rev. M. R: McKee has labored with | doah Valley.

Woman. | them since they united with thigQ. M.
:
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ire to | saRev.

new windows put in, a new chandelier obtain-
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ishing’ condition,
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io .
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They are

well united
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all reported by Jeter and delegates; reports
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- they shall be obliged soon to leave because of pn
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Wisconsin.

Revs, R. Cooley and O, H, True have helped
the pastor of Wayne church, Rev. J. Parkyn,
one of our veteran ministers, in holding revival
The church has
‘meetings with good results.
been revived and quickened in spiritual life,
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children opened wider and

Poetry,

seemedas

-

the

J Bright little faces to my own
They lovingly uphold,

after

Shall 1 for them repine?
Shall I not find delight in them ,
Because they are netgmine?
They Well reward their owner’s. care,
Yet scatter blessings free;
They bloom for him, but also bear

Untold delights for me.
‘Who listens wisely always learns
A lesson from the flowers: —

The world is full of pleasant things.

That can not all be ours.

"Yet we may find:in others’ joys
An added happiness;

had ~ beep

to

BY GENEVA E. ALLBEE.

was

close to the

when Will

| the room, leadifig
ly tried to escape.

re-entered

little girl, who

Vain-

¢¢ Here mother,” he ssaid, ‘‘is my ecaptive. I have had hard work to secure her,

LET THERE BE LIGHT:
.

for she

is

as frightened as. a stray

bird.”

‘Let there be light.”
He spake, and o’er the earth,

:

:

« Please, ma'am,” said the child, lift-

Deep frowning in her birth,

ing ‘wild, frightened eyes to the lady, «1
didn’t mean apy harm. I'ogly wanted to
look at the pretty tree.”
«Don’t be frightened, ” said Mrs. May

Came light, the light of love

- Streamed from the courts above;
The héavens in glory shone;
. And round earth’s jeweled zone

“Darted alniighty rays,

soothingly taking

On eurth’s fair day of days.
.
From God’s great. heart of might

waif, “nothing shal] harm you. Did you
never see a Christmas tree: befgre

Flowed forth the wondrous lights:
Refulgent grandeur trace
Reflected in man’s face.

“ Ng,

The light of truth divine,

=

Came like 3 rising flood,

:

Poured out in Christ’s own blood,

pe

The blood, that sacred chart;
With light illumines'man’s heart.
(God breathed upon man’s face

A
™ ?

‘The light of heavenly grace,
¢
_ Christ breathed ihto man’s frame
The spirit’s kindling flame,
In one these gifts unite;
He spake,— and there was light.
North Anson, Me,

Eodly rele.
THE CHRISTMAS TREE.
BY PILGRIM,

the child-

ren
called it, and they are usually’
good judges of such matters. For days

excitement

pervading the house. The very air teem* ed with setrets; there were whispered
consultations among the children, a hasty

hiding of articleson which busy fingers
were

footsteps

un-

heard, while

isn’t

it a beauty?”

the

strange

a

think shé won't hurt Effie.

in every corner of the large house.

kind to the
¢ Kind,
out taking
Where did

The

day before Christmas the excitement
reached+ifs higat.
The children “were
banished to"the play-room, while the older members of the family flitted in and out
of the parlors, carefully securing
the doors,
lest sowe inquisitive eyes should catch
a glimpse of the wonders of fairy-land be-

fore the lime came for them to be revealed.
To the impatient children, the hours seem

It probably

Mother has always taught

rag-

us to be

poor.”
.
yes, but one can be kind withsuch creatures into the house.
your mother get such: ideas ?”

Effie, the pet and

Effie, the darling of the household, was
a fatry like creature, whose little life had

the family,

off-

had been sent again and again to see if
mamma hadn’t come out. At last the been one bright gleam of sunshine.
Her
doors were thrown open, Effie called, soft, fair skin, laughing blne eyes, her
¢¢ Tome, tome quick ;” the children scamsmooth, golden hair and the warm robes
rushing

into

the room

were struck for a moment speechless
with delight at the wonderful scene: It

seemed indeed like standing on the . borders of fairy-lund. The tree, a very large
one, reaching nearly to the top of the
lofty room, was literally loaded with gilts

of almost
_ brilliantly

every

description.

illuminated,

and

It was
the

many

colored lights flashing on jhe beautiful
fruit, litit up with a radiance truly marvelous in the eyes of the children. Their
silence was, however,

The
tion
soon
" over
In

of short duration.

spell broken, with joyful exclamathey hastened to the tree, and were.
chattering like so many magpies
the wonderful treasures.
the midst of their excitement, the

sound of bells was heard,

aud

was thrown violently open,
venerable man closely Huisg
A.
feet in furs
vot!

the

door

admitting
from

a

head

profusely among

‘the litle odes. + Santa Claus, Sunta
Clans,” shouted they in wild glee, run-ning alter the old man—all but little
Effie, ‘who, nestling closely to

er, cast now and

then

timid

that so nicely fitted the dainty little
form, all seemed her natural birthright,
and told of a shielded joyous life.
The other child was a girl of apparently some ten years, but with “4 face
prematurely old; while her large wild

eyes and the tan fled hair falling over the
low forehead gave her a strangely weird
look. A thin print dress, an old tat‘tered

her moth-

glances

on

the singular being whose laughing eyes,
marvéously like those of her big brother

shawl

and

hood,

and

shoes

that

were but an apology for those articles,
completed her costume.
It was ewuough .to make one’s heart
ache to think of a child of her tender
years exposed to the cc'd ofa winter's
night in such apparel. The child of poverty, and the child of wealth.
World-

wide indeed seemed
tween them.

the differencq

The tears

came

be-

t

May's eyes, as shelgazed on the

rs.

children

and thought, «Who made them to differ ?”
Goirig

His long, white beard was sprinkled
with snow, in his right band was a large
staff on which he heavily leaned, while the
left hand helda closely. packed basket
whose contents, as he came rushing into
the room, he scattered

pered

to

her eldest” daughter, ‘a whis-

consultation ensued,

Helen's leaving the room,
wrning with a

large

by

re-

bundle

placed upon {he tree.
‘Recovering from

followed

and soon

WAL she

ig

their

first enrprise,

fhe children had gathered around

the ip

tle waif, and were busily. engaged’ i
showing her their treasures, when Bt
muther interrupted them by enquiring
her name.
« Hatfle Jones, ma'am,” was the answer,

and

soon,

‘ Hattie’

Jones’ “was

loudly called by the-gentleman
wlio was
| Will, seemed to have a strange fascioa- taking the gifis from
the-Tree.
« tion for the child, but whose grotesque
Siartled
and. surprised, the child
figure and rough voice filled hér with | - glanced up. ¢ Here, Miss Hattie domes,
alarm, and she did not breathe freely till, this is marked for you.”
‘his babes emptied, with a Jow mocking | “ Run and gti,” urged the illic.
but still she stood as if rovted to the spot.
to the little lady, he left the room,
bow

and the sound of his bells seemed to die

awhy in the distance. Afier the mirth
(that followed his exit had somewhat sub-

sided, the business of listributing the
“gifts

jot.

Las

Cu

dy and

the eyes

who

could

but

dnd beast from the mercilesshisss
aStorm! _ .
.

Indoors, Nettie was pale

had just left.
*O,
‘‘see. what ‘I have

had gone‘from

got,” and opening her bundle she eagerly |
displayed its contents. The woman raised |
her sad eyes and asked in’ surprise,” {|
4 Where, have you been; I have been so
frightened ‘about you. n And then the
whole wonderful story was rehearsed.

of

the

room,

Bennie

hf§ head from the pillow

and

«¢ felt sure God would save

papa

to reverse

covering a baskét on her arm, * what the

good lady Five me besides; O, shan’t we
have a Christmas dinner to-morrow ? And
mother, the lady promised to come and
see us and send usysome coal. O, isn't
she good, and won't 1 look nice .in my

beautiful dress?

One of the little girls’

said it was just like one of hers, and

she

break. Unable to sleép,

he
both

The

sad fate

of the |

of abundance

for

the hut of poverty. Little things truly, but
by such kind deeds is gained the approyal of One whose

birth

eightéen hundred

“-

SAVED FROM THE STORM.

“ I'll div ity”

said Effie, Ae Here it is;

somefing piuy, I dess,”
“ Ope n it, open it, »

shou gl te

child-

dren: | Thns encouraged, with trémbling
cers she fastened. the bundle,
yi

then

BY

ARTHUR
\

EVERETT

mern,

troubled .about

its

warming

rays

snow-bound
carrying cheer to many
homes, but alas ! no tidings of the -missing parent.

do, as it had rained on top of

the

up

home,

but fsoon

wandered o
there was a

our

New

England

Christmas

towns

and

cities.

There, no church-bell calls fo matins,

no

merry children romp along busy streets,
no loaded Christmas trees fill with gladness expectant little, ones;
thing is Snow, snow, snow.

but

every-

abate, resisting, the time, the
pulse to sleep which always

long exposure

to

glad morning

the

breke;

When

and

two

government; so with the few hundred
dollars that he possessed he was able to
build asmall house, buy farm machinery

and still have something
laid by for a
rainy day. Milton worked hard and .soon
had his seed in the'ground ; after this came
comparative
leisure.
Nettie
settled

down into her new

home

much

than many others would have

better

done,

con-

sidering tho limited conveniences which
she had to put up’ with.
Trus
to

woman's nature, her

fingers

erigaged in household
plying to adorn the ne

when not

duties, were busily
indy

Nettie was a Christian woman.

Her

tine, he bo through what money he had

‘would

answer -his

prayers.

Ie had

And

as the

boys’ grew older

they

been

tested

while

all
:

will

the

tary to an official

is not

elevated to the same standard of purity
we are apt to regard such pretensions

mere mockeries

as

and to think they are

homages paid to the power of the Deity;
which perhaps hus required the present
to awaken. Ever after this Milton Farr
lived a Christian life and no Christmas
passes without some goood deed of his.
ov

gaius much.

islands—green

mat

meglancholy

“The memory

of noble

and

useful

.acts

wrouglit mn early youth is like the coral |”
aud

spony “amidst

waste of the ocean.

the

of in his book, On the

Threshold,

are

*“Pur-

pose,” ¢ Friends and Companions,” * Manners,” ¢ Thrift,” ‘* Self-Reliance and Courage,”
“ Health,”
¢ Reading,»
Amusements,”
“ Faith.” The book is intended for young
people especially -who are just entering life,
and must prove

very

helpful to them.

ton: Houghten, Mifflin & Co.
$2.00.

[Bos-

‘16mo. rp.

.

238. J
Sth,

The latest additions to the “Standard Series”
(I. ’K. Funk & Co., New York), are Charles
Dickens's ** Christmas Books,” in twe volumes,
each

illustrated,

and

offered

at

25 cents

volume.
The

a

:
Etiology,

Nature, Causes,

elc., of

form, and it treats of such a vital

matter that it will naturally be widely called
for,

The disease

is described

as being of a
endemic
in some

‘miasmatic influence taken-into the system.”
Its symptoms and methods of treatment are

discussed,
and in a measure described.

The

disease seems tobe assuming an unusually
serious type in many places this winter, and tobe quite widely prevalent. The address contains many wholesome suggestions both ag fo

York:

Cassell,

Petter,

Galpin

Co.) opens with the first chapter of a
the especial

topic

under

&

séries of

articles on * Cradles of Art,” Florence

being

‘crikideration,

The

claims of that fair city to the grt-record which
the

writer

here

gives

it are unchallenged.

The illustrations of the grand old tower of the

As

Palazzo

Vecchio and of the bronze doors

the baptistery are finely produced.

engraving of “ A Charge

of

A full page

of Witchcraft 7 is »

' picture for more than a passing glance. Other
papers on ** The Many Moods of Sir Fredrick

Leighton, P. kK. A.”, “Tom

Taylor,”

Studies

in armor, * and
the engraving
* Fruitless
Labor,” help to make a highly interesting -and
like
, delightful number of this art journwd.

uncié

+="

of the government,

on ac-

count of the neglect of his studies and

duties,

these $0 as to aid theé'tegder in understanding

the namesof authors and distinctive titles of
all works included; aso classified lists, embracing architecture, art, biography, education, essays, health, history, illustrated books,
‘juvenile books, law, medicine, novels, poetry,
politics
and
political
economy,
religion,
science, short stories; travel and deseription.
This Catalogue will be of great value to public

but witheut exposure. His uncle knows his
failures, but not their cause, and demands that

and private libraries, and to all who

he either enter the ministerial profession for
which he has prepared himself, or leave the
shelter of bis roof. The young man who has
‘| too much-principle to assume a position which

petitioners’

life

:

their value, -or, more frequently, quotes. the
estimates of the most competent critical du“thorities. It bus afvery full index, containing

ward of a rich

read good books.

chains

buy and

Mifflin and Co., of Boston, on receipt of fifteen
cents.
—

Apropos
of the new revision ofthe New
Testament, now "on the eve 6f publication in

his uncle, and secretly departs from the house,
leaving behind Him a letter of farewell, deterthe

Me

It will be sentby Houghton,

hé fears he may disgrace, ‘does not confide in

of danger,

ordinary

Cin

The topics which Theodore T. Munger treats

who pro-

orphan—the

mived to make one more trial by himself,

because

Bible to Science.” [New York: TY. Crowell.
8vo. pp. 449. $1.50.
J

~The: December number of The Magazine of

in the

among strangers, to break

and

Geo. F. Wright, on * The Relation of the

Art (New

inclined

thought a great deal of these things.
Fenimore Cooper has it, that we are
apt to scoffaf the prayers made in the Lour
daily teaching and

by

_poses to Settle his entire property upon him in
[ case he conforms to his wishes. Itis the desire
of the uncle that he shall become a clergyman,
a profession -for which the young nin bas a

long,

sent the birds to save his father.”

It contains forty-four discourses,

A new Descriptive<Catalogue of Houghton,
Mifflin & Company’s publications
bas just
been issued.
It is an octavo of 230 pages, and
describes all their books urd periddicals in sll
external features, size, form, binding; and,
besides giving ‘the contents, eithe r characterizes

Soon after this that the neighber met him,

sul. «wn, und the outlook; to say the
leas, wa. min very flattering,
Tv
gs went along thus till Chiist-

Le day before Milt went foptows

that

drinking at college from which he cap not
extricate himself.
Ile loses rauk, and is afterward dismissed from his post as private secre-

God

to have.

gehtlemen of learning and piety, in whichthe
Scripture lessons for the year serye as the text,
the aim being to place the truth and teaching
of the passage clearly before the reader.
The
volume-has a vé#sable opening essay by Rey.

The Tempter Behind is the title of a-volume

the

“knew

Soma

that’ every ‘Sunday-school teacher, and allwho
would have an excellent, exegesis of the ‘International Lessons for next year, would . do well

AT

fire at once,

hour's walk regained the road, off which
he had wandered in the storm.
It was

night he

Club is a book

Gidet's Commentary
on Luke (perhaps
other stories, foundoun this Gospel ever
By Mrs. Heury H. B. the best commentary
Greatest is Charity,”
written) has been selling in this country hereNew York: Thomas tofoge, FE $6. I K. Funk & Co. (New York) _
225. ($1.00).
;
bave now in press un edition which they will
"This volume issimiiar to others -we have supply at popular prices. Their reprint is
noticed by the same author, in which stories verbatim, includes all notes, all the Hebrew
are founded upon Bible texts,
It is intended
and Greek words—everything contained. in
tor children, and the precepts ‘chosen are such
the English edition. The type is large brevier
as are.-needed in every day child-life. The leaded, and the paper is good. .Thé book is
tory shows the folly and wrong of cheroctavoin size. A Preface and Notes for this
ihing gesentment. The
second illustrates American edition have been specially prepargd
patient suffering for the riglit.
The third by John Hall, D. D., tbus greatly increasing
condemns conceit, andthe fourth teaches faith, tlie value of the
origivial to all American
readers,
:

“ Never despair when foz’s in the air}

In a ‘short

the fact

strong and natural preference. Unknown “to
bis uncle, he has formed the habit of social

Bennie said that

5

the Ylis

ALMOST T00 LATE; and
edon Bible Precepts.
Paull, suthor
of ** The
* T'revor Court.” ete,
Y. Crowell.
16m. pp.

In July the grasshoppers came and deA punshiny morning aie come Without
warning, »'
%
\
vow ed every vestigeof a green thing
+940
and all Milt's efofid Went .by the beard.
Be kind, open‘hearted Hn onerous,
This ill taro of fortune fell heavily upon “With a friendly word and a helping band
the LAmily. With-ull the rest’ Milt went | for every one, Kindness costs little “and
weakness,

point,

ers” will please the girls,
most of the other tales.

times he will repair it again} ‘Make up
your mindto do a thing, and you will do
writ He was what you would call a scoffer it.
Fearnot if troubles come upon you;
at religious ceremonies, His breach of the keep up your tpi though the day be 8
third article of the Gecalogye was attimes dark one.
i
|
painful,
i
“Troubles never stop forever-The children perhaps
minded
the
The darkest day will pags away,”
change as little us any one. Whether at
school, or with ‘their father about the
® If the sun is going down, look at the
furm, or over to a neighbor's, they, at stars; if the earth is durk, keep your eyes
least, were contented. The faney “of the on hedven. With God's promise a man |
chili} ean create surroundings of its’ own or child may be ehéertul. = v- -

taking, “an old

it bein

at some

title

Punished theé~ Young) Fruit Stealers,” will
please the boys, - * The Two Little Travel

whom she leaned for support. Milton was
not, I am sorry to say,a beligver iin divine

to

direct

this

by Mr. John Suunders, whose *‘Israel Mort,
Overman,” a few yeurs ago showed marks of
4 vigorous writer.
The present volume describes thé struggles of a young and ambitious
student against the demon of drink.
He is an

warm,

the

Jy

Sermons «By

‘the prevention and the treatment of it.

nome ¢dircle before they appéared in print.
* The Avgel With the Folded Wings ” contains
“&"Bdautiful thought. i‘ How Farmer Brown

Never be worried by tritles. 1f a spider,
to Flim ‘upon ri
thread twenty times. twenty

which’to them are as realities.

aim

of

after “an

Milt, knowing the country well,

Bible she read daily and always of even-

ings rhe joined in prayer

application

to think these stories have

children,

Milton had been a soldier if the late war,
and his land came to him by gift from the

hardly see the

in the case of * Little Ferns” we are

“fierce night he waited for the storm to
cease, he told to: his wondering family. :
aged seven ‘and ten, came.out to Kansas.
with his wife Nettie

Stories for young

book for children has appeared than this.

should

and

incongruous

produced.
Since the days of Fanny Fern,
. when’ that charming writer for children was
adopted as Aunt Fanny by the boys and girls
from east to west, no more entertaining story

fatal imcomes of

cold.
bright

and

ang there is certainly a bang in the impression

it, Milt

storm

Bakc!!!

to the stories, unless
they

wildered

Five years ago cone spring Milton Yarr " How he suffered, how through

'l

of

the

Fri!

We

old hollow tree which had been blown
down By the wind and the top had lodged

till

It is a desirable Rift book. (31. 50).

constitutional nature, * often of an
and. epidemic character, originating

seeming improbabilities

folks, By Julia -M. Beecher.
Boston: Lee
& Shepard.
16mo. pp. 334. (81.25).
-

towards the river side where
bMt of timber.
Here was a

Seeing them fly into

-

we

ing

Av!

dressed

becoming

the verse.

in. pamphlet

ed and pondered, and its influence will be
“healthy in. developing
self-reliance, energy,
perseverance, which with God's blessing can
so successfully cope with most adverse eircumstances.
¥

snow,

and

and fitting manner, The

struggle Lawrence Edwards
is left
¢¢ Stranded on the Rock of Ages.”
This book “will be read, and notwithstandscenes, having been readit will-be remember-,

"When Bennie got up, he ran

sought its shelter

Christmas out on the plains of Kansas

is very different’ from the

the

The sun rose cloudlessly up the heavens | last
on Christmas

in storms.

COTTON.

that

Nbsudsoms

L

AT

when the announcement of his ‘stiicide is made,
Diphtheria, is the subject of an address deliv
especially after
Florence weeps at his grave. | ered before theN. H. Medical Society at its
Often, too, one is disposedto condemn the book: session last June, by its President, Dr. T. J.
us ignoring God's ever-ruling power, till in that
W. Pray, of Dovér. ~ The address is published

Milt, Nettie spent the time in prayer.

By this time Guy was

crumbs from the table

the, diréction to the end

4

engravings represent fact as well as
faney,
pictures of Payne’s birthplace and
of the
‘familiar bust accompanying those in which the
artist has sought to embody. the sentiment of

difficult of anticipation. The reade: is disposcd
to close ‘the book and regurd all as finished

deeper

‘over to neighbor Martin’s-and communiguessed her mother had given it to me he- cated the facts to him. This was easy to

cause mine was so poor.”

that

we follow the fortyges of a boy against whom
all circumstances seetn
to conspire.
Deformi
ed, erushed mentally, ‘morally and spiritually,
there still remains a fixed will to rise in” the
world.
Battle after battle is- fought and seemingly gained onlyin the end to be entirely
lost. Yetsa man has never reason to be dis- +
couraged while he has the support of friends
as hearty as is that given to the hero of this
story.
:
The sfyle is strong and forcible and the plot

out in

night,

opportunity

surroinding circumstances.
¢
The purppse. of the story baving oon stated,

The wind howled and shriekstormy

By Harry W. French, author

greatest feats of valor, moral and intellectual
at‘least, that thrill our souls and. kindle our
admiration, are not the results of accidental ¥cidents, but ‘are accomplished. by the direct
assertion of that ruler * 1,” in positive opposition, oftentimes, to the strongest influences of

the storm.”, Guy’ thought so too,’ and
ed out in the cold,

out’ 1

presents itself.
In a sense, there are heroes against chance
too, but they are more rare. It takes an indomitable will, as well as ready tact, to be
such a one.
Having previously
supported
the former
position, which is much the more natural, the
‘writer has endeavored in the present volume

raised

said

then turned towards the wall. when

fell asleep.

A Novel.

:

of “Gems of Genius,” ‘* Art anf Artisus in
Connectient,” ** Castle Foam,”
‘Boston :
_ Lee, & Shepard. 16mo. pp. 958. 1. 00).

effective advantage of every

and nervous.

and deeper grew the snow, but the two
*¢ And see here,” the child continued, upn‘brothers lay in peaceful sleep till day-

The child did indeed seem a strange

to realize that they were both the
spring of one common Father.

and

home and that she
mother,” sha cried,

lement to introduce into sucha scene,
and the contrast between the two child-

en up to other hands, and they had nothing to do but wait. Little three-year-old

pered down,

had so resented her . intrusion’

lady

years since was heralded “bf Ahe Judean
among the other trees. Oa the lower side
shepherds; of Him whose whole earthly
life was but an exemplification of his of the rold log so high up that "it could
I not be-covered by the snow’s drifting,
good
will to men.
* From the Bible, I believe,” was the
was a hole rotted away, large enough to,
<b
reply ; “that is where she generally;
“+9
admit of the entrance of a man’s body.
finds her rules.”
:
»
The old tree served as a covert for birds

Their little gifts had been giv- ‘fen was so marked that it seemed difficult
of

Her face was

the young

intrudet’

isn’t her fault that she is poor and
ged.

darling

even

had caused the children to forget all elsh God had not left her; she would trust whileit was yet very éarly. When told
for the time, and their busy tongues him yr pePerhaps better, days were to that papa had not come home he began to
ceased while they stood with Wide open Téome.
cry, but was soon quieted again and comdeed was she when she at length songht
eyes gazing upon her.
menced on the breakfast, assisted by’ Ben-|
The older members of the family were her poor couchw For a long while shea nie.
hardly less surprised, while some’ of the lay, living over/again the scenes of the
The iris service of prayer which
guests could scarcely suppress their - as- evening, and] many a child of wealth Tollowed was Jandly over before = all
niight have envied her, as, her doll
tonishment.
anxi¢ty of wife‘and children was speddil
“+ Hew can your mother let Effie lead clasped closely ini her arms, with a sigh removed by the appearance of thé *neighthat little beggar;” exclaimed a young of pei fect’ contentment she resigned her- .|- bor bringing Milt alive, but with limbs
lady t6 the eldest daughter of the house. self to sleep.
benumbed by exposure to the cold, -hunAnd all this wag: the result ofs
top few
« Such a looking creature. I can’t bear
| gry and exhausted.
to bots at her. I wondér at your moth; kind words, a few generous deells”
It seems he had started from town just
A ttle sunshine scattered on - the path
(er; » and the proud lip curled in scorn’
as the storm broke out, hoping to reach
A few
‘Poor child,” was the answer, *‘1 of one of God's poor children.

delightful air of mystery seemed to lurk

to creep.

O,

The entrance of

when

light would be impossible.

radiant, and

EGo.

Bebe,

"An extract from the preface Shows, the alm
of this volume :
Horace nr spoke with wisdom
when he
said that that
man was rich who - understood |
the
use
of
things.
This
sume
princi
ple
makes
such
Jmany a chance hero in the world,
Every one
{ is a Hero who takes the most immediate and

of the mother; from which every vesti
then frozen ; the house being in sight.
ot hope seemed to ‘have gone, 'ligh a The peighbor “thought the chances as
with gratitude. Poor woman! life w
against finding Milt alive, if at all. . Benvery hard for ber. Withhealth enfeebled nie on his way back thought that God
a big man and. [ was fraid of him, but by constant toil, her unremitting effort. wnory with his father because he
my mamma would’t let him hurt nie, and did-not suffice to keep the wolf from her | was wicked and he resolved to grow upa
I-dess he's dood if he is big.
See my door; cold and hunger were often the good man. “At the housé, he told his
dolly, I'd dive her to oo, but see’s so pitty portion of herselfand child, and no marnother, how Mr. Martin had gone in
Itant. Tum, I'll sow oo all de pitty vel i it, that she sometimes felt forsaken search and how he had doubts of ever
tings on de tree.” And taking the hand by God and man. But now the happi- finding him alive, which fears Nettie
ness of Wve
her child
in herhay
face.
of the little girl, she led her to the treg;, Argo
ind was
Heartsreflected
yot Tn the
shared to the fullest extent.

From God’s all-hallowed shrine.

welcome

dis~

‘¢ And oo sall have some of my candy
dat Santa Claus dave me,” ‘said ‘Effie,
‘thrusting a liberal share into the child's
hand.
** Did oo see Santa Cans? He's

Forth came there at His word,

engaged,

ma'am;

hand of the little

please.”

Thus spake the mighty Lord:

had been earnestly

the

“ Well, my little girl,” said the lady,
‘¢ you shall look at this one aslong as you

“ Let there be light.”

there had been an unusual

outfit was

ity

as usual, and Nettie expected ie
that he would return in the same shocking
condition that he had done night’ after
night. - In the morning it was clear, but

hood, stockings

another and shoes, indeed a whole

displaced,

see presfed

ties to her mother,

|

1

It was a wonderful tree; so

Son its contaits,

feel while witnessing: the little girl's She knew well if Milt ‘was out in the
The windows extending
to the floor, speechless rapture that Mrs. May's, rules
storm he most be lost. Guy and, Bennie
from her post she had p full view of what | would be safe: and pleasant ones to follow. neglected their playthings and sat by the
It was a very different scene to which fireside, but neither spoke.
seemed to her Puy a[ scene of enchant-|
Line
little Stranger hastened after leaving : . Nettie'took the Bible from the. shelf and
ment.
the
kind family.
: opening at the .sécond chapter of Luke
The lady auicaly § ppressing. the exA cold bare room in aa crazy old house, read it * through. The words, ..*‘For
A clamation that rose to her lips, “whispered to her eldest son, who, unnoticed and’ into which the wind found admittance ‘unto you is born this day in the city of
with a merry twinkle in his eyes, had through many a crevice, a few embers David a Saviour, which is Christ the
just entered the room.
He glanced ‘ahd on the hearth, a pale sickly: Lord,” Guy and Bennie had often read
quickly up, gave a nod of assent, and lookmg woman bending over a table these: werds before; for they hung in a
~*3f quietly slipped out. . The pleasant work’ biisHy sewing, was the scene that met her frame on the unfinished wall.
°
or
went on.
Little Effie, the delighted re- view.
At 7 o'clock the children were put to
Bat the child was far too excited ‘to |
| cipient of a doll almost as large as herbed. -Nettie knelt on the cold, bare floor
think
of the wide contrast between her and asked God's “protection. - Afler, she
self, was exhibiting its wonderful = quali-

Becanse they did not bloom for me

/

one

pane, gazing with “djlated eyes on the
wonderful tree, the fice of a little girl.

Ot purple and of gold.

And, sharing our delights, ‘we muy
The lives of others bless.
:

curtain

startled

:

© And daily charm my sight with robes

#

as

stood Shots os
A warm frock, a cloak,

played to the astonished child.
Besides
there were se?éfal
foys, prominent among ‘towards noon the horizon became obscured |
which was a doll, not as fine as Effie’s in- . with ominous storm clouds and a furious
heartily into their pfBasure, in
i
the midst ‘deed, but Whigh gave
quite: as much
snow-storm set in. - All day it snowed,
of which, Mrs. May chancing to glance: pleasure.
>
harder, thicker, faster beat the flakes
from which
To describe tho child's unbounded de- against the pane. God shield both man
‘tat one of the windows

And just beneath my window sill
My Beighbor’s pansies bloom.

;

till it]

would

much desired article fell to them.
Their parents, older brothers and sis
ters and the guests of the family, entered

BY EMMA F. WYMAN,

*

wider,

their delight

exceed all bounds,

THE PANSIES' LESSON.
+My neighbor’s little garden spot
.. Lies elose beside my room; *

though

w

this eruntry and in Europe, Seribner's Month- *

and

ly will contain three articles: one of these by-

which

| Rev. Charles S. Robinson, D. D.,on * The
and” “Bible Society and the New Revision,”in which
the record of the Society on this whole subject
The

biud bim so closely. The story of his experiences, trials and temptations are vividly
almost painfully told, with their results.

is tracedgf¥
George

book is first brought out in this country by D.
Lothrop & Co., Boston. It could be profitably
dircalated in Wiour cdlieges,
J
~
One can

den’s new

not read

Rev,

volume

on

Washington

The

Lord's

Us,” and the third a review
Of the revision itself, in"wbich the excellepee and thoroughness

Glad-

of the work of the

Prayer

pointed out.

of which

is composed were sugdestedl by

the

number.

volume

i Jungary

John Ruskin’

is an

volume.

is characteristic

independent

Houghton, Mifilin & Co.
—

thinker,

of him.

and

scholars

will be

:
BA

a

;

PERIODICALS.
Magazines: Soribner's

o

f
(Scribner

& Co., New
York); Harper's (Harper &
Brothers, New
York);
Atlantic. Monthly
CHongionsNimie & Co., Boston) ; Good Cum=

letters on the nature and teaching of the Gospel
printed in,the Contemporary Review. Mr.
(Gladden

American

The first appears in the January

the wideness

of its range and the fullness of its meaning.

The * seven homilies,”

this

pany;

[Boston:

No

156

(Springfield,

Muss.);

North

J!

American Review (D. Appleton & Co.; New:
> Yours ADpisi ons. Journal Lito) so Popular

16mo. pp. 192. $1.00.
N

Seence
nthty (ditto)
Miscellaneous: General Baptist Magniine;

Ballads and Other Poemsis the title under
which James R. Osgood & Co. (Boston) ‘bring

December

(E.

Marlborough

& Co, London);

out a new voluméof porns by Mltred TennyLiving Age, No. 1906 (Littell & Co., Boston);
son,
It is tastefully printed, and the publishOriental und Biblical Journal (Jameson &
ers believe that the freshness ofthe contents of
Morse, Chicago); The Gospel in al Lands
the volume, -which comprises
nearly one
(agen R. Smithy New York); The Boston
‘hundred pages of entire ly new poets, “now
Book. Bulletin (1). Lothrop & Co., 'Boston) §

first published, must comme nd it to ifinycdiate

Catalogue Dartmouth Ubliege (Hanover,

favor with’ American hook-buyers; while t
low price At, which the author's edition iy oo
ed removes all pussible pretext for competitive
reprints. Should any such appear the publishérs are confident that preference ¢ will be’
given ta the only edition whieh bears the
author’s sanction, and in which’ Le has a. direct,
pecuniary interest,
’
&

.

Come Down to ~~

« How the New Testamént\pas

without gettinga better understanding ofthe
Pr ayer itself, and a new sense of

ith. some cure; the second by Prof.
Yale College, showing
@. Fisher, of

H.);

The

Bates

Ntydent

(Lewiston,

Ne

Me.);

Now Hampshire liga inten: Sor 1881. (Cures
mont,'N. H.); Report of the Neevetary of the
Interior (Government Printing Office; Wash.

ington) ; Leavitt's Farmers.Almanac,No 85

©. Eastman,
(KE,
Library, No. 16 ~(J.
¢

Humb old
Conged)sy
Fuzgerald & Co., New

York); The Granite Mop ily (@puegrii: No
H.); How Pure Milk [May be Nipple to

Lee
Shepard have gelected the ever Boston (George H. Ils Boston); Venn ns
Almanac and: Weather Réeord for 150-81
popular ballad Lome, Sweet Home, for their
illustrated. series this your, and itis brought | (The American News Company, New York)
ae, a
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Wept

pub-

San

EMINENT AMERIOAN AUTHORS,

by change of scene or the dissipation

BY FRED MYRON COLBY.

travel.

TL
JAMES FENIMORE COOPER.

At the time when4rving was publish-

4

ing his * Sketch Book,” there appeared

ot”

country life on the English model, by the

ness she was supported by the grace of God,
was willing and éven anxious “ to depart and
be with Christ.” ~All was done that could be
by the husband and daughter to smooth the
pathway to the tomb, and at last like a *‘shock
of corn, fully ripe and really for the harvest,”
she was taken to her better Bome above, where

the revolution that-dethroned Charles X.,
and took great interest in the changes

novel, the scene of

which was

HOLIDAY = CREETING.
SOLD DIRECT TO '
THE PUBLIC, &

Me.,

.

by Eld. Fernald; and united “with the F. B..
church of which she remuin&d a'worthy member until her death, Through hér long sick-

hv

then going on. He found time, however,
anonymously at New York, a story of in his political controversies to write. a:

0

Nata

in Buxton,
;

Sept. 27, aged 72 years.
e leaves a husband
and daughter to ‘mourn. . ‘Sister Millikin was
converted when 25 years ot age and baptized

He was in Paris at the breaking out of

.

to the good of
B

NANCY, wife of Dea.

Milliken, died at her home
;

laid in.

death is wot known,
.

title of ¢¢ Precaution.”
The book at- Venite. It was entitled “The Bravs,” and.
tracted but little attention. Who the au- the author always considered it his best

NATHL.

STEPHEN RIFE died in Gallia

O.,

Orie CABINET
ORGANS,
CHURCH, CHAPEL
& PARLOR.

NO

ATT

GRAND

-

‘the

title

became involved

i+

page, men recognized the author as iden-

tical with

the author of

the

novel

book

was

successful.

The

some

trouble

with

smplary, life, His disease was ‘comsumption,
with which he lingered many months, yet he
bore his sufferings with resignation and Chrislan patience. He was a true, faithful companion and helper, a tender, devoted father, a kind
neighbor and a consistent Christian. “He lived a life of prayer and abiding trustin God.

several of the leading newspapers, against
which he instituted libel suits.
His
books of travel written after his European

¢¢ Precaution.”

Unlike the first,” however,

in

latter

visit had been severely criticised

was

by the.

what mightbe called a historical novel. It press, and this criticism in wany instan-"

tion, and introduced

characters, among

several

them

.

- ton, and who is the heroine of this story.
Whether it was on account of its historical nature, or because of the power,
originality and freshness of its style, or
for both reasons, the novel gained

same and died.in the triumphs

sense, it served to fix clearly "thereafter
the, responsibility of journals in mat-

Mary Phillippse.sho discarded Washing-

a ré-

Cooper did not write

any

novels.

His

literary activity was still unabated,

but

guages.
pus
The fortunate auther

history. One of his most
was written at this time,

gelf, as

Dickens

who. found him-

did aflerwards,

lifted

beloved.

., descent.

Their

son

James

man of,
position,
belongSwedish
Fenimore

in 1840,

near the vicinty of Otsego Lake, to which

forth some of his best-wdrks.- Two

He passed the six

succession

ing off in merit, and his later novels never

romances of the day, and at his wife's
suggestion he set about
This was the beginning

the experiment.
of that remarka-

er-stocking tale.
All of our eminent

ble literary “career that endured for half
*

handsome,

acentyry, and the results of which are
50 glorious.
‘ The Spy” was followed
in" 1823

by

the ** Pioneers,” the

first

Irving

in

_,

It abounds in exciting incidents

of

frontier life and glowing. descriptions

of

forest scenery.

have

was

very

handsome,

so.

noble in port and carriage.

Poe

and

was

to

round him, and

¢ Lionel

Liacoln,”

spectable druggist.

.another Revolutionary story, followed the
+ next year, and in 1826, ‘* The Last of the
Mohicans” appeared.
By some this “is

paki

and
..

J\

a

mourn

their

loss,

thrée

‘sons and

KIDNEY-WORT
bq

i

character

and

of adventures

on’

will restore the heaphy action and all these
be banished ; neglect
a troying evils will
them and you willlive b ut to. suffer,
Thousands have been cured. Tryitand you
will add one more to the number. Take it
and health willoncenore sladden your heart.

died

in

Kidney=-Wort

Dec.

= ¢ The

Red Rover,” the sécond of his

sea

» tales,’ was written abroad, , Several of the

to death’s door, be was enabled

to say:

WIRES. LYDIA
OF

E. PINKH

ILYNN,

MASS,

and is equally efficientas
tin cans.

most people.

of

Cooper's next work was in something
«of

a different:vein.

During his travels in

. Englandhe discovered

numerous

false

“impressions regarding American institutions prevailing Among
the people. Part‘ly in order to correct them, he wrote
“Notions

of the Amenicans

by

a Travel-

—

ing Bachelor,” which purported to be

*

book of travel in the United States.
Whether it accomplished the objectof the

[

a

i authot I do not know: to-day its princi-

1., wife

known

A.

Stevens,

died Sept. 29, aged 80 years, 11 months.
At
the time of her death, the deeeased was ‘at the
home of her parents, spending the summer

|

her, ‘but sincere, warm’ friends mourn her
early death. ®he bore her sickness with much 1
patience, no murmurings having escaped her
ips, although
suffering at times severely;
Jet she. was anxious to get well for the
sake of
er darling little ones that so much
need a
mother’s love and care. A dutiful child, devotedwjfe and loving mother has been taken

ftom the home

circle; leaving t6” mourn

this |

sad bereavement, a companion, two little girls;

:
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usages

somplete, in 20 nifutes.
It will also knita great
variety of fancy work, for which there is dlways a
;

ns

including postage.

Baptists

Baptists.

$1.00.

of the General

Conference

[i

convenient

keepers.

articls

ever

offered Yo

louse

One Agent made $144.67 in ten

No Jreight charges.

Address, BR. 8, HARTZELL

and

our

geheral

It 1s published

by au.

#300

- A vllume 07300

pages, containin, twenty-three
sermons, by as rhany dierent, ¥. % aptist Minis.
ters
Price $1.25 including postage.
by

REV.
BENJAMIN RANDALL, preached in 1880,
at the death of a child, and printed by request.
The only published sermon by Randall. Price
cents. :
- The &olden Skheaf by
- Mré, H. C. PHILLIPS, illustrating Hindo life

Stove-Pipe Shelf.—THE uosT

days.

)

Sermon

SUMMIT

Many

and Christian experiences of Bai, a converted
heathen, . Price 50 cents, postage 4 cents.

& CO.

235 South Third St., Philadelphia,
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death.
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JONATHAN B. LARUE died Sept. 5. He was
ARIGHT, STRENGTHENS THE MUSCLES OF THE UTERUS
In 1827 Cooper visited Europe, where born in Steuben Co.,N. Y.. Sept. 24, 1816;
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STRENGTH, 80 TITAT THE CURE IS radical and ene
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